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In organic solids, pressures of only a few gigapascals modify and rearrange 
intermolecular contacts such as H-bonds and van der Waals contacts leading to 
extensive phase diversity. Applications in this rich area of research include 
searches for new phases and solvates of pharmaceutical materials; modelling of 
detonation mechanisms of energetic materials, and modelling of the driving 
forces of phase transitions. The overarching theme of this PhD thesis is to obtain 
new, often difficult to isolate, high-pressure polymorphs of small molecules and 
elucidate the role of intermolecular interactions in their phase stabilities.  
The need to obtain precise structural information at atomic resolution 
demands the use of single crystal diffraction methods but scattering intensities 
are typically low, and the pressure apparatus used in these studies (the diamond 
anvil cell) results in incomplete data. This can make direct structure 
determinations for some materials difficult or even impossible. Third generation 
synchrotron X-ray sources are therefore used for their brightness, high energies, 
and small focused beams to extract as much structural information from 
samples as possible.  
The amino acid L-threonine, characterised by its hydrogen bond 
network, has been structurally characterised at 22 GPa which is an unusually 
high-pressure for a complex organic molecule. L-threonine undergoes two 
isosymmetric phase transitions at ca. 2 and ca. 9 GPa, and a phase transition at 
ca. 18 GPa that results in a loss of crystal symmetry. Structures of L-threonine 
were determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction to 22 GPa; which is the 
highest-pressure structure ever reported for an amino acid. High-pressure 
polymorphism in pyridine was studied extensively by single-crystal X-ray 
diffraction, Raman spectroscopy and neutron powder diffraction. Pyridine has 
at least three polymorphs in the narrow pressure range of ca. 1 to ca. 2 GPa but 
the sluggish nature of the phase transitions has made isolating and 





growth in the diamond anvil cell to obtain a stable, diffraction quality single 
crystal of the elusive phase III and determined its crystal structure for the first 
time. A mechanism for the transformation is also proposed. The halogen 
bonded molecule, 4-iodobenzonitrile was studied experimentally by single-
crystal X-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopy up to 10 GPa. 
4-iodobenzonitrile undergoes a reconstructive phase change above 5 GPa that 
results in crystals breaking apart, making it difficult to obtain meaningful 
diffraction data. Nevertheless, the structure of the new high-pressure phase was 
determined for the first time by rapidly pressurising a crystal grown in situ to 
8 GPa.  Crystal lattice and intermolecular PIXEL energy calculations have been 
validated for use with small organics to 22 GPa, as well as for halogen containing 
molecules at very high pressures; allowing the roles of stabilising, or 
destabilising, molecular interactions to be probed in high-pressure polymorphs 
for a range of organic molecules. 
Finally, a neon co-crystal was obtained on compression of a Cu2 Pacman 
complex. This single-crystal structure represents one of only a few published 
neon containing organometallic structures. Neon resides within the interstitial 
voids as a result of the Pacman complex reconfiguring to allow neon-uptake. 
The study shows the interplay between the pressure transmitting medium and 
crystal structure and we discuss the potential applications of pressure mediated 






In the solid state, molecules pack together in a highly ordered fashion to form 
crystals. These crystals are held together by intermolecular interactions. Ice for 
example is an agglomeration of water molecules held together by intermolecular 
interactions known as hydrogen bonds, which dictate physical properties such 
as boiling and melting points. The transformation from one phase e.g. liquid 
water to ice water is the manifestation of ordering of the molecules by hydrogen 
bonds at low temperatures or high pressures.  
The idea of phase transitions can be further extended to just solids so 
that the arrangement of molecules in the crystal can change and a solid can exist 
in more than one solid form, a phenomenon that may have economical or safety 
implications. For example, an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) may be 
beneficial in one crystal form but completely useless in another, or an explosive 
powder might transform to a much more sensitive form during storage and 
detonate.  
The interactions that hold the crystal together dictate the structure 
stability and it is possible to alter these interactions by subjecting the crystal to 
high pressure and induce solid-solid phase transitions. We can study the phase 
transition in terms of the intermolecular interactions by crystallography and 
deduce structure-property relationships. The hydrogen bond can be found 
throughout nature e.g. in protein molecules and might be exploited in APIs to 
target specific cells in the treatment of diseases. The hydrogen bond interactions 
are well characterised within a limited pressure range, but at what point does 
the nature of the bonding change? We examine the hydrogen bond and other 
non-bonding interactions, as we seek to understand how intermolecular 
interactions change at pressure extremes with the aim of gaining insights 
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1.1.  Introduction 
1.1.1.  High-Pressure Background 
What constitutes ‘extreme’ or ‘high’ pressure is largely discipline dependent. In 
Geophysics, high-pressure refers to deep Earth conditions which range from 
tens of gigapascals (GPa) in Earth’s lower mantle to ca.  GPa at the inner 
core.* These studies may be concerned with the formation of deep-Earth 
minerals or even water or carbon transport mechanisms. -   
Conversely, high-pressure in Biology is typically in the order of .  GPa, 
which is the highest known pressure at which living organisms, barophiles, have 
been observed in deep ocean trenches.  In fact,  some organisms including the 
terrestrial tardigrade (“water bears”) which are small animals, and Artemia cysts 
(dormant Brine Shrimp eggs) have even been shown to survive exposure to 
pressures up to .  GPa in the laboratory, giving credence to the theory of 
interplanetary transport of organisms by meteors.    
In organic crystal structures, and the focus of this thesis, moderate 
pressures (<  GPa) are often suitable for investigating a plethora of exotic or 
interesting behaviour such as phase transitions, conformational changes; or 
changes in electrical, optical, or mechanical properties.  While structural 
studies of relatively complex organic molecules at higher-pressures (>  GPa), 
is still largely unexplored territory, which will be addressed in Chapter . 
Underpinning all high-pressure studies is the way in which strain is manifested 
in molecular packing, which can be used to elucidate structure-property 
relationships. This thesis aims to explore the role of different intermolecular 
interactions in determining structural stability under high-pressure 
conditions. -   
 
*For scale, standard atmospheric pressure (  atm) is equal to  Pa, 
or roughly  bar, and  GPa =  kbar. 
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1.1.2. High-Pressure Polymorphism 
Polymorphism refers to the ability of a compound to pack in different manners. 
The ways in which molecules pack can result in hugely different physical 
properties, e.g. the carbon allotropes, diamond and graphite completely differ 
in appearance and strength. The concept of polymorphism has far reaching 
consequences in a range of materials, for example; the explosive, ammonium 
nitrate transforms between forms IV and III at only  °C resulting in a more 
sensitive material that is prone to accidental detonation.  Inks and dyes may 
exhibit different colours,  or the electronic properties of organic 
semiconductors can be dramatically altered depending on the polymorph.  It is 
especially important in areas such as pharmaceutical science, where one form 
of an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) is bioavailable and therapeutic, 
while another form may be less potent or non-effective. Ritonavir, a treatment 
for HIV/AIDS, is one famous example where the drug delivered to market 
transformed to a non-effective, more thermodynamically stable crystal form 
that had to be withdrawn at an estimated cost of $  million to the 
manufacturer.  The need to understand polymorph behaviour and the driving 
forces of phase transformations then becomes apparent. Crystal packing in 
organic molecules has been the focus of much research in crystal engineering 
and crystal structure predictions over the past two decades as scientists across 
the disciplines seek to control or predict specific crystal forms with desirable 
properties. -   
A crystal will undergo a phase transition to a more thermodynamically 
stable form when thermodynamic conditions are altered and a lower Gibbs free 
energy (G) is obtained. G is defined as: 
 
 G = U + PV – TS = H −TS ( ) 
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where H is the enthalpy, and T and S are the temperature and entropy of 
the system. The internal energy of the system is given by, U; and P and V are the 
pressure and volume. The free energies are difficult to calculate and it is typical 
to rely on calculated relative lattice enthalpies of polymorphs to rationalise 
phase transitions in thermodynamic terms.  In crystalline solids at high-
pressure, the pressure-volume contributions dominate the free energy. A small 
increase in pressure can lead to a large change in the total energy. The pressure-
volume contribution to the free energy can be estimated in units of kJ mol−  by: 
 
 EPV = . ·(PΔV) ( ) 
 
where pressure is in GPa, ΔV is the difference in unit cell volumes in Å³ and the 
constant, . , is derived from Avogadro’s number. The TΔS term is assumed to 
be negligible at high-pressure as the vibrational frequencies tend to shift to 
higher frequencies as atoms move into close proximity. However, it can still be 
the dominating term in determining polymorph stabilities, as in the case of the 
formation of salicylamide-II at .  GPa. Where the TΔS contribution is  kJ mol−  
vs. a  kJ mol−  contribution from the PΔV term.  The U term is the last of the 
contributions to Gibbs free energy and includes contributions from 
intermolecular interactions (intramolecular bond energies make up the rest of 
the contribution) and so, understanding the evolution of both volume and the 
cohesive forces to the total crystal lattice energies becomes apparent in 
elucidating phase behaviour. The difference in crystal lattice energies between 
most polymorphs is less than  kJ mol− .  It is unsurprising then, that even 
small perturbations induced by high-pressures are enough to cause phase 
transitions.  
However, it should be noted that relying entirely on the thermodynamic 
model is not a reliable measure of phase behaviour at high-pressure as other 
factors such as, choice of hydrostatic medium, growth kinetics, and nucleation 
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need to be considered.  Differing compression rates of L-serine for example 
produces different polymorphs,  and decompression may lead to the formation 
of phases not encountered on compression, as seen in cysteine and ζ-glycine for 
example. -  
Conformational changes abound on compression as molecules move to 
accommodate more stable packing arrangements, i.e. increasing the packing 
density to reduce the molecular volume (minimisation of the PV contribution). 
A contact may compress until a lower limit is reached, H···H distances for 
example have a lower limit of compression of .  Å.  As interactions approach 
these critical limits phase transitions result as the short contacts move to relieve 
repulsion effects. It may be possible then to predict when a phase transition will 
occur. Phase transitions may be displacive or reconstructive in nature. 
Displacive transitions are characterised as having group-subgroup relationships 
with only small changes in atomic positions between the phases.  Conversely, 
reconstructive transitions, are characterised by bonds breaking and reforming, 
and often lack any group-subgroup relationship.  Transitions may occur as 
single-crystal to single-crystal; single-crystal to polycrystalline powder; powder 
to powder transformations,  or even as complete amorphisation events.  
 
1.1.3. Examples of High-Pressure Polymorphism 
The crystal structure of salicylaldoxime, an industrially important sequestering 
compound, has been investigated under high pressure and was found to 
undergo a phase transition between .  and .  GPa. Molecules are linked in 
pairs by OH···O hydrogen bonds and stack by π···π interactions forming pseudo-
macrocyclic cavities which close-up on compression. The phase transition was 
found to be driven partly by the relief of intermolecular repulsions in the OH···O 
and π···π dimer pairs. An OH···N interaction is replaced by an OH···O 
interaction as a more favourable packing arrangement is adopted in the high-
pressure phase.  
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The antidiabetic drug, chlorpropamide undergoes a reversible phase 
transition from the orthorhombic ambient pressure phase (P ) to a 
monoclinic (P ) phase at ca. .  GPa. The hydrogen bond network persists 
between phases, although hydrogen-bond lengths increase slightly. Changes in 
the other intermolecular interactions are more pronounced resulting in 
conformational changes which accommodates better packing.  
Toluene has four known polymorphs, the first two, I and II are obtained 
on cooling the liquid to  and  K, and the other two forms, III and IV are 
obtained from high-pressure in situ crystallisation techniques. The high-
pressure polymorphs pack in three dimensions by CH···π interactions which 
differs from the two-dimensional sheet topology formed in the ambient 
pressure phases (I and II).  
Some high-pressure polymorphs are stable enough to be recovered at 
ambient pressure, and in organic crystals, used as seeds in ambient pressure 
crystallisations. For example, a single crystal of the monohydrate form of the 
neurotransmitter γ-amino butyric acid has been obtained and recovered from 
high-pressure ( . – .  GPa) and used as a seed in ambient pressure 
crystallisations. In the absence of the recovered high-pressure polymorph, 
recrystallisations produced only the anhydrous form.  This approach may be 
appealing in batch scale-up processes in industry where large product volumes 
of a specific polymorph are required. 
The molecular complex tris(μ - , -diisopropyl- , , -triazolato-
κ N :N )trigold(I) exhibits four successive phase transitions (all reversible) to 
the modest pressure of  GPa, with the ambient pressure phase re-emerging at 
high pressure, a rare phenomenon in molecular materials. The first two phase 
transitions are driven by a reduction in volume, while the third phase transition 
yields the ambient pressure phase and occurs from structural distortions about 
aurophilic interactions. The driving force of the final transition is rationalised 
as volume reduction by the authors.  
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The compression of molecular solids has been widely studied, at least to 
 GPa, and some common features in the compression mechanisms are 
apparent.  Compression proceeds in an anisotropic manner and favours closing 
of voids. While compression of long-intermolecular contacts is preferred over 
short contacts. Kaźmierczak and Katrusiak show that the strongest interactions 
tend to persist on phase transformations, even at high pressure. -  Most 
intermolecular bond lengths have been shown to shorten on compression to 
 GPa but do not decrease below distances found in similar interactions in 
ambient-pressure structures. ,   The associated changes in both crystal lattice 
and intermolecular energies can be followed by computational approaches, such 
as PIXEL (see Section . ) or density functional theory (DFT) to rationalise any 
changes observed in packing on compression. 
 
1.1.4. Applications of High-Pressure in Other Research Areas 
In organic molecules, primary bonds are generally regarded as incompressible 
to at least to  GPa while the intermolecular interactions governing packing, 
and molecular torsions, are sensitive to pressure. In metal complexes however, 
structural responses to pressure are not so easily defined and modifications in 
primary bonding can occur giving rise to a host of tuneable properties. For 
example, changes in metal-ligand distances; formation of bridging ligands; and 
modification of spin states or even coordination number.  Changes in metal-
ligand bonding occur in [UN′′ ] (μ-η :η -C H ) (N′′=N(SiMe ) ) at .  GPa as 
agostic interactions form between -CH and the uranium centre.  Similarly, 
pressure induces a phase transition in the mononuclear macrocycle, cis-
[PdCl ( , , -trithiacyclo-nonane)] at .  GPa as polymer chains form by new 
metal–ligand interactions.  
Spin-crossover (SCO) events can be initiated by pressure, but also by 
temperature, irradiation or exposure to a magnetic field. SCO can result in 
drastic variations in a material’s structure, conductivity or magnetic properties. 
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Pressure-induced SCO occurs at ca.  GPa in [FeL ] (ClO ) (L = , -bis[ -
methylpyrazol- -yl]-pyrazine).  The high-spin to low-spin transition is 
accompanied by a complete ordering of the perchlorate counter ions. In FeII 
(Metz) (FeIIIBr )  (Metz=methyltetrazole) pressure induces full SCO and 
magnetic ordering at ambient temperature.  Pressure is therefore seen to be a 
useful tool in the search for new multifunctional materials.  
In materials science, the study of metal-organic-frameworks (MOFs) is 
of great interest due to their applications in gas storage and catalysis. Pressure 
has been used to activate otherwise unreactive materials. In the MOF, zeolitic 
imidazolate framework-  (ZIF- ), pressure causes solvent uptake by direct force 
at .  GPa and then again at .  GPa as the result of a phase transition that 
results in an increase in the pore sizes and solvent accessible volume.   MOFs 
are typically flexible materials and some of them can expand on compression, a 
rare and extraordinary phenomenon known as negative linear compressibility 
(NLC). Zinc alkyl gate-  (ZAG- ) shows reversible NLC to  GPa,  but some 
classes of small molecules, such as the metallocyanides, also exhibit NLC. For 
example, (C F Au)  (μ- , ,-diisocyanobenzene) exhibits NLC to  GPa.  
Nevertheless, the largest NLC behaviour is exhibited in the framework 
materials. ZAG-  exhibits NLC and undergoes a bond rearrangement on 
compression. Pressure also induces a reversible proton transfer between solvent 
water molecules and the phosphonate group of the metal-organic-framework.   
Our understanding of the fundamental properties of matter is challenged 
under pressure. Lithium, the lightest alkali metal behaves as a nearly free-
electron metal at ambient conditions, but the system symmetry breaks at 
pressures of  GPa and causes the metals to transform to a semiconductor.  
Yet, further compression leads to another transformation back to a metal at 
 GPa and the free-electron model breaksdown.  Pressure has also been used 
to synthesise novel van der Waals compounds from otherwise unreactive 
starting materials. Xenon, is closed shell and generally regarded as unreactive, 
yet it forms a metallic-like compound with molecules of nitrogen, Xe(N ) , at 
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the modest pressure of  GPa at  K.  Similarly, Xe has also been shown to 
form mixtures with H  at pressures as low as .  GPa at  K.  Another xenon 
compound, XeF , has been studied by powder X-ray diffraction and 
computational methods and is shown to be pressure stable to  GPa, where it 
undergoes a phase transition, with another occurring at  GPa; full 
metallisation of the compound is predicted to occur at  GPa.  
 
1.2. The High-Pressure Experiment 
1.2.1. The Diamond-Anvil Cell 
Diamond-anvil cells have been widely used for over half a century to generate 
static high-pressures in a multitude of sample types and environments. They 
come in various shapes and sizes, depending on the experimental needs. Bassett 
gives a comprehensive review of the history, evolution and applications of the 
diamond-anvil cell in the literature.  Briefly, its invention is credited to Weir, 
Lippincott, Van Valkenburg and Bunting,  who based their design on the 
earlier works of P.W. Bridgman, the winner of the  Nobel Prize in Physics in 
, for his invention of  “an apparatus to produce extremely high pressures, 
and for discoveries he made therewith in the field of high pressure physics.”  
Diamonds were chosen as anvils by Weir et al. for their transparency to a wide 
range of the electromagnetic spectrum; single-crystal nature and their high 
strength, which differs from Bridgman’s WC-anvil design, producing higher 
pressures with optical access to the sample in situ. Diamond anvil cells can 
generate static high pressures into the megabar range depending on design and 
are suitable for a range of techniques, for example: infrared, Raman, Mossbauer, 
and X-ray spectroscopies; single crystal and powder diffraction methods; and 
magnetic measurements. -  Of course, the accessible pressure range and 
experimental application is dictated by the type of DAC and diamonds used, and 
experimental aims should be considered prior to experimentation. -  
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Merrill-Bassett and BX  type DACs were used in this thesis, -  and are 
shown in Figure . . In both designs, force is applied to the opposing anvils by 
screws, and pressure is generated about the flat-faces (culets) of the diamonds. 
The diamonds are separated by a hard gasketing material such as tungsten or 
rhenium, which supports the anvils and comprises the cylindrical sample 
chamber that contains the solid sample of interest in a hydrostatic pressure 
transmitting medium (PTM). Pressure is transmitted isotropically to the sample 
from the anvils and gasket by the PTM. The backing seats that contain the 
diamonds are conically cut to accommodate Boehler–Almax diamonds which 
are wedged into the backing seats. This set up provides additional support to 
the anvils while allowing a wider angular access to the sample chamber than 
other typical cell geometries.  Such considerations are vital for successful high-
pressure diffraction experiments, as the cell opening dictates the limiting angle 
of diffraction and accessible reciprocal-space volume. The backing seats are 
typically made from tungsten carbide, or cubic boron nitride (c-BN) for their 
strength. c-BN seats have the advantage of being transparent to the high-energy 
X-rays typically used in X-ray diffraction studies at synchrotron facilities. 
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Figure .   The high-pressure experiment: (a) schematic of the Merrill-Bassett cell,  
(b) BX  cell, (c) axial view of the sample chamber, and (d) schematic of the Boehler-
Almax cut diamond wedged into the backing seat.  
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1.2.2. Merrill–Basset Cell  
The Merrill–Bassett cells comprise two metal plates containing the anvils that 
are pushed together by three screws, with a cell opening angle of °.  The 
Merrill–Basset cells are small, and easily accommodated by most lab-source 
diffractometers. However, shading from the body of the DAC results in 
incomplete data collections. Therefore, optimised collection strategies, such as 
that of Dawson et al.  must be used to maximise the quality and quantity of 
data collected, while avoiding instrument collisions. 
 
1.2.3. BX90 Cell 
The BX  type DAC provides enhanced stability over the Merrill-Bassett cell 
due to its piston design.  The loading force is applied in a smooth and accurate 
manner by four screws contained within packed, conical spring washers. Such a 
set up helps prevent sudden pressure changes, which can result in experimental 
failure. The cell features a wider opening angle, °, than the Merrill-Bassett 
design ( °), as well as side-openings available for resistivity measurements or 
radial diffraction experiments. Although the BX  cell is larger than the Merrill-
Bassett, it is small enough (ø=  mm, thickness= ca.  mm) that it can be 
accommodated on most synchrotron beamlines with appropriate cell mounts. 
However, its bulky size and weight precludes the cell from use on standard lab 
source diffractometers. The BX  was used here for the ease in which it can be 
gas loaded in a compressed gas gas-loader system, and data collected using 
synchrotron facilities. Data collection methods and strategies varied in each 
chapter and are detailed therein. 
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1.2.4. Gas-Loading 
It is necessary to load samples in a suitable pressure transmitting medium to 
reduce anisotropic stress on the sample. This can be a solid, liquid or gas. 
Common PTM have been well characterised and ranked in detail, -  with some 
common examples given in Table . .  
The preferred media for high-pressure experiments (>  GPa) are the 
noble gases helium and neon because they exhibit low shear strengths well 
beyond their freezing pressures at .  and .  GPa and have been shown to 
provide nearly hydrostatic conditions to  GPa when used to compress hard 
solids like iron.  Further to their improved hydrostaticity over other 
conventional media such as liquid alcohol mixtures, the noble gases are 
advantageous for their low X-ray scattering backgrounds and chemical 
inertness. 
 
Table .  Hydrostatic compression limits of common pressure transmitting 
media.   
Pressure Transmitting Medium Freezing Pressure at  K (GPa) Hydrostatic Limit (GPa) 
   
:  iso-n-pentane .  .  
   
:  methanol-ethanol .  .  
   
Silicone Oil .  .  
   
Argon .   
   
Nitrogen .   
   
Neon .   
   
Helium .   
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One major disadvantage of using helium, however, is that it can cause 
diamond embrittlement in high-temperature studies, whereby helium 
percolates in the bulk diamond structure through defects and breaks the 
diamond. This behaviour is observed at pressures as low as  GPa,  therefore, 
larger rare gases such as neon may be preferred in moderate pressure studies.  
Gas-loading can be achieved by cryoloading or using compressed gas 
methods. Cryoloading involves cooling the DAC to liquid nitrogen temperatures 
(  K) and flooding the cryo chamber containing the DAC with a liquefied gas, 
such as O , N  or Ar. In high-pressure gas-loading methods, the DAC is 
contained in a pressure vessel in a purpose-built gas-loader and filled with 
liquefied gas at ca.  MPa. The cell is then remotely closed by motorised 
rotary feedthroughs, trapping the liquefied gas within the DAC sample 
chamber. The pressure vessel is then purged, and the DAC removed, ready for 
experimentation.  
Loading with He or Ne can be problematic if the sample chamber is not 
efficiently filled with the condensed gas. The gasket is prone to shrinkage on 
pressurisation of the DAC because of the high compressibilities of the gas media. 
The shrunk gasket reduces the available scattering geometry, or worse, crushes 
the sample. Small sample sizes and large initial gasket holes are therefore 
necessary to offset these problems. Compressed gas-loading methods are 
preferred over cryoloading because they are more readily controlled by the gas-
loading system, and samples are unlikely to be washed away.  
 
1.2.5. Pressure Determination 
The internal pressure of the DAC is commonly measured by the ruby 
fluorescence method.  A small chip of ruby, or synthetic ruby spheres, are 
placed inside the cell alongside the sample. Ruby (Al O :Cr +) is irradiated with 
green or blue laser light which excites Cr + impurities into an excited state giving 
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rise to a ruby doublet (R , R ) in the fluorescence spectrum at ca. .  nm. 
Increasing the pressure results in a shift of the doublet to lower energies and 
pressure is measured with respect to the shift in the R  peak. The R  shift is 
calibrated against known pressure standards, Cu, Mo, and Pd, which provides 
an accurate measurement of the internal pressure.  Peak broadening or 
merging; or variations in the peak shift, may be observed due to temperature 
fluctuations and non-hydrostatic stresses. When these errors are accounted for, 
the ruby fluorescence method is still regarded as sufficiently accurate (±  % of 
the wavelength shift) and thus the preferred method for determining pressures 
in most high-pressure studies; it has been calibrated for use to .  Mbar.  
Pressure can also be calculated from unit cell volumes obtained from diffraction 
measurements. 
The change in volume (V) of a material is dependent on its resistance to 
hydrostatic pressure (P) at a constant temperature (T), which is defined as its 
bulk modulus (K) (see Equation ). If K and V of a material are known, they can 
be fitted to its equation-of-state (EoS), such as the third-order Birch-Murnaghan 





























-1  ( ) 
 
K’ is the pressure derivative of the bulk modulus and is a measure of a 
material’s compressibility and subscript  denotes values at ambient pressure. 
Inclusion of a well-characterised material, such as NaCl,  as an internal 
standard for pressure determination in diffraction experiments is therefore 
common practice. This method is useful when there is no optical access, e.g. in 
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a Paris-Edinburgh cell, and it is occasionally possible to use the PTM or gasket 
itself as a pressure marker.   
Both the ruby fluorescence method and diffraction methods have been 
used in this thesis to measure internal pressures. 
 
1.3. Synchrotron Radiation Sources 
Synchrotrons are particle accelerators capable of producing high-intensity 
X-rays with multiple orders of magnitude greater flux (  billion times 
brighter) than those from an X-ray tube source. Synchrotrons offer tuneable 
wavelengths (from IR to X-rays), a low divergent beam, small beam sizes and 
access to specialist equipment, e.g. gas-loading apparatus, which make them 
appealing resources in overcoming some of the limitations of the high-pressure 
diffraction experiment, such as weak scattering or limited resolution. ,    
Prior to X-rays being harvested from the storage ring for experiment, 
electrons must be generated and accelerated to their final energy. Electrons are 
generated by an electron gun which comprises a metal plate that is heated in a 
vacuum causing the loss of electrons at its surface. Electrons are then emitted 
by the application of a positive electric field near the surface. As electrons are 
emitted towards the anode, some of them pass through an aperture towards the 
linear accelerator (linac). The linac then accelerates the electrons to .  % 
the speed of light by oscillating electric potentials along a linear path. 
Concurrently the electrons are focussed by quadrupole electromagnets.  The 
energies of the accelerated electrons range from a few hundreds of MeV to the 
full energy of the storage ring. Most synchrotrons do not operate the linac at the 
full energy of the storage ring. Instead, the accelerated electrons are fed into a 
booster ring which accelerates the particle beam further, and the energy 
increases from ca. .  to –  GeV. The booster ring also serves to reduce 
emittance of the electrons and improve the efficiency of injection into the 
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storage ring as the acceptance limit is small. The electrons pass through radio 
frequency (RF) cavities in the booster ring that cause the electrons to accelerate 
which results in bunching. The electron bunches are separated by a short time 
delay in the order a few of nanoseconds, depending on the harmonic number of 
the RF moderator which is largely synchrotron dependent.  For example, The 
Advanced Light Source (ALS) consists of a booster synchrotron which generates 
electrons up to .  GeV (beam current,  mA)  a modest energy compared 
to other large facilities, such as Diamond,  GeV (beam current,  mA),  or 
PETRA III,  GeV (beam current  mA).   
The electrons are then fed periodically into the storage ring which serves 
to store the beam and replenish energy lost to radiation. The storage ring 
comprises a series of straight and curved sections.  
Bending magnets situated at the curved section send electrons into their 
circular orbit but the change in direction of the electron bunch results in the 
emission of electromagnetic radiation tangential to the electron orbit. The 
emitted electromagnetic radiation, which varies in wavelength from IR to X-ray 
depending on the strength of the magnetic field and synchrotron energy, can 
then be harvested by beamlines for experimentation. Meanwhile, the electrons 
continue in their circular orbit in the storage ring through straight sections that 
comprise a series of magnets (e.g. quadrupole and sextupole magnets) which 
focus and direct the electrons so that they remain in their ideal orbit. In third 
generation synchrotrons, such as the ALS, Diamond and PETRA III, insertion 
devices are also present in the straight sections. The insertion device is an array 
of small magnets (undulator or wiggler) that force electrons to follow an 
oscillating trajectory and emit radiation at each bend. Radiation generated at 
each bend overlaps and interferes to generate a fine beam of very intense 
(brilliant), directional X-rays. The emitted radiation is concentrated at the 
fundamental and harmonic energies and can be fine-tuned by changing the 
spacing between the magnets. The resultant X-rays produced by insertion 
devices are much more brilliant those of bending magnets and can also be 
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directed to beamlines. RF cavities present in the storage ring, like in the booster 
ring, act to replenish energy lost in the form of electromagnetic radiation at each 
turn.  
 
1.3.1. Synchrotron Sources in High-Pressure Crystallography68 
Synchrotrons offer advantages over typical lab sources, mainly, for their 
increased flux, this is especially important in high pressure diffraction 
experiments that typically use small and weakly diffracting crystals. The relative 





3 ( ) 
where: F =number of electrons per unit cell. V=volume, and λ= wavelength.  
Equation  is modified to give an approximation of the crystal’s ability to diffract 
(Idiff) with respect to varying incident intensity (Iinc) :  




2  ( ) 
where the Lorentz correction (L) is approximately proportional to /λ, and the 
approximation of the diffracted intensity simplifies to: 




2  ( ) 
The diffracted intensity is therefore approximately proportional to the 
wavelength squared; thus, it is advantageous to use higher wavelength X-rays 
on weakly diffracting samples. For example, a Cu-Kα source (λ= .  Å) is 
preferred over Mo-Kα (λ= .  Å) on a lab source for the improved diffracted 
intensities, however, absorption effects also increase with increased wavelength, 
and absorption from the diamonds render this approach difficult or impossible 
in high-pressure diffraction experiments. Therefore, improvements to Idiff are 
readily exploited by synchrotron sources for their multiple orders of magnitude 
increase in X-ray flux as Idiff α Iinc. This feature also makes synchrotrons 
appealing for large molecules such as the metal-organic-frameworks, which will 
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suffer from weak diffraction because of their large unit cell volumes as Idiff 
≈Vcrystal/V²cell.  
The appeal of synchrotron sources is also evidenced by the ability to 
optimise experiments by selecting a wavelength from a wide spectrum. High-
pressure data collections suffer from incompleteness because the high-pressure 
cell restricts the angle of diffraction and accessible reciprocal-space volume. 
This is improved by selecting a low incident wavelength e.g. Ag-Kα λ= .  Å 
which has the effect of compressing the diffraction pattern allowing more 
reflections to be harvested for a given angular range.  Conversely, data 
collection of twinned or large unit cell crystals can be optimised by increasing 
the wavelength, which has the effect of resolving reflections on the detector. 
Synchrotron radiation sources and X-ray diffraction beamlines are 
therefore ideal for obtaining full three-dimensional structures for relatively 
complex and weakly diffracting systems. The need for such resources is apparent 
for most high-pressure crystallographic studies and forms the main route for 
experimental work in this thesis. 
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1.3.2. Beamlines 11.3.1 and 12.2.2 
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction experiments were performed on the Small 
Molecule Chemical Crystallography and Diffraction at Non-ambient Conditions 
beamlines, . .  and . .  at the Advanced Light Source (ALS).  
Beamline . .  produces a . – .  Å ( –  keV) X-ray beam focused to a 
 x  μm² spot size suitable for studying small crystals, ca.  μm³, and high-
pressure samples. ,  X-rays are produced from a bending magnet with a 
magnetic field strength of .  T. The white beam is monochromated by a Si( ) 
crystal. The monochromated light then passes through horizontal slits, followed 
by the toroidal focussing mirror. The optical design is simple, comprising only 
two components: a monochromator followed by the focussing mirror. 
The end station comprised a conventional, three-circle, fixed chi Bruker 
D  diffractometer, rotating about a horizontal axis. The detector was positioned 
perpendicular to the plane of scattering, as polarisation effects result in zero 
diffracted intensities along the horizontal polarisation plane in synchrotron 
radiation. Diffraction data were measured on a PHOTON II charge-integrating 
pixel array detector (CPAD), which allowed shutterless data collection and high 
sample throughput. Data collections and processing were done using the APEX  
suite of programs, a widely used commercial software package, which simplifies 
the user experience during beamtime. The end station also comprised an Oxford 
Cryosystems Cryostream + for low temperature measurements. The . .  
X-ray spectrum, however, is not suitable for all high-pressure experiments due 
to its limited flux at shorter wavelengths.  
Beamline . .  produces shorter wavelength X-rays than . .  ( . – .  
Å ( –  keV)) with high-flux, suitable for most high-pressure studies. , ,  
The increased flux is a consequence of the .  T superbend magnet X-ray 
source, which has a higher beamline critical energy (  keV) than Beamline . .  
(  keV). 
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 The optical setup of . .  comprised a parabolic collimating mirror 
which directs X-rays into a Kohzu double crystal Si( ) monochromator. A 
second toroidal mirror focuses and directs the monochromated X-rays into the 
hutch on End Station , which was equipped with a STOE Eulerian cradle 
diffractometer. However, X-rays can continue along the same path via a pair of 
Kikpatrick–Baez (KB) mirrors which refocus the beam at the sample position on 
End Station . A spot size of either x  or x  μm² is obtainable by slitting 
the incident beam. All experiments performed on Beamline . .  in this thesis 
were done on End Station . The station comprised a single Huber rotation axis 
(φ) stacked between two xyz stages. The lower xyz stage was used to centre the 
rotation axis while the upper xyz stage was used to centre the sample on φ and 
the X-ray focus spot. Single-crystal diffraction data were collected on a Perkin 
Elmer amorphous silicon detector and data processed using the APEX  suite of 
programs. The beamline set-up accommodates a multitude of DAC types and 
external apparatus such as heating and cooling systems.  Fuller descriptions of 
the beamline setup and capabilities can be found in the literature. ,   
Experimental aims were considered before deciding on which beamline 
to use for data collection. Beamline . .  can only accommodate small Merrill-
Bassett DACs, while the . .  configuration accommodates most cell types, 
including the heavier BX . The incident beam size was also considered. The 
finer spot size available on beamline . .  allows focussing of the beam on 
specific crystallites contained in the pressure cell, which minimises 
contamination from diffraction of the gasket material. On Beamline . . , 
however, the beam spot size is fixed. Therefore, suitably large sample chambers 
were prepared prior to experimentation to reduce beam-clipping. Beamline 
. .  favoured higher-pressure experiments (>  GPa), which required small 
crystals and sample chambers. Beamline . .  also offered improved data 
completeness over . .  because of its access to higher flux X-rays at shorter 
wavelengths. Data processing in all cases, required careful masking of 
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experimental features such as shading from the cell body, powder diffraction 





Figure .  A high-pressure single-crystal frame collected on beamline . . . A, 
denotes the detector area shaded by the body of the DAC.B, denotes a faint powder 
ring from the gasket material. C, denotes a region rich in sample reflections. D-
denotes an intense diamond reflection. 
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1.4.  Neutron Sources in High-Pressure Crystallography 
Neutron diffraction techniques offer a complementary alternative to X-ray 
methods and are notably advantageous in the study of low atomic number, Z, 
containing molecules. The benefits of neutron diffraction arise from the 
properties of the neutron. Firstly, neutrons are highly penetrating, and thus 
suitable probes for samples contained in high-pressure apparatus. Neutrons are 
scattered by nuclei in atoms, which act like point scatterers, unlike X-rays which 
are scattered by diffuse electron clouds. The resultant neutron diffraction peaks 
are weaker than in X-ray scattering so the neutron experiment typically requires 
larger samples. Secondly, the diffracted intensities from neutron experiments 
are independent of Z, and low-Z atoms like hydrogen or deuterium (Z= ), which 
are strong neutron scatterers but weak X-ray scatterers, are readily located. 
Scattering intensities of X-rays are seen to increase almost linearly with 
increasing Z. However, the scattering intensities of neutrons are seen to vary 
randomly with Z. Vanadium (Z= ) diffracts X-rays readily, but is a poor 
neutron scatterer, which makes vanadium a useful metal in machined 
components of the neutron experiment e.g. sample vessels.  The differences in 
neutron scattering factors of elements readily allows contrast between adjacent 
elements and even isotopes.  Neutron diffraction was used in Chapters  and  
for its advantages in locating light atoms in organic molecules at high-pressures 
but does not form the main experimental approach in this thesis. The method 
is mainly mentioned here for completeness. Fuller reviews of neutron 
techniques and instrumentation with applications in high-pressure 
crystallography can be found in the literature. -   
All neutron diffraction data were measured on the PEARL beamline at 
Target Station  at ISIS in this thesis. PEARL is a neutron time-of-flight (TOF) 
powder diffraction instrument designed around the Paris-Edinburgh (PE) press, 
a device capable of exerting high pressure on crystalline samples (shown in 
Figure . ). The PE cell is not too dissimilar from the DAC. It operates in an 
opposed anvil geometry with a null-scattering gasket chamber (TiZr) containing 
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the crystalline sample, pressure marker and PTM. The anvils, however, are made 
from either tungsten carbide, zirconia-toughened alumina (ZTA) or sintered 
diamond, where sintered diamond anvils favour higher pressure experiments. 
The cell was pressurised by an in situ hydraulic press, which can apply loads of 
up to  tonnes between the anvils.  The PE press provides access to pressures 
between .  and  GPa, and temperature can be controlled by external 
apparatuses between  and  K.    
The TOF technique is well suited to the high-pressure experiment. In 
TOF neutron diffraction, a pulsed, continuous spectrum of wavelengths, 
generated by a spallation source, irradiates the sample while the diffraction 
angle (θ) remains fixed. This approach differs from the conventional X-ray 
diffraction experiment in which the wavelength is held constant and θ is varied. 
Consequently, the sample contained in the large, bulky PE cell and detector 
positions can remain fixed as complete diffraction patterns are obtained at a 
single scattering angle. On the PEARL beamline, diffracted neutrons are 
measured as a function of time and d-spacing on an array of ZnS detector banks 
situated in transverse and longitudinal positions about the hutch, optimised for 
the geometry of the PE press. The resultant accessible d-spacing in such an 
arrangement ranges from, . – .  Å in the transverse detector bank for standard 
Figure .  The V b Paris-Edinburgh cell (left) used in neutron diffraction 
measurements on PEARL. Insets show the anvil and gasket geometry.   
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 ms pulses, to a maximum of .  Å in the longitudinal detector banks. The 
PEARL instrument therefore represents a suitable tool for extracting high-
resolution structural information under variable temperature and pressure 
conditions. 
 
1.5. Structure Analysis by the PIXEL Method 
The PIXEL method is a semiclassical density sums computational technique 
developed by Gavezzotti, -  that has been used in high-pressure studies to 
characterise polymorph stability in molecular solids. , , -  For a modest 
computational cost, the PIXEL method accurately reproduces enthalpies of 
organic solids and the results obtained are comparable to those of ab initio 
calculations and energies of sublimation. -  PIXEL gives the total crystal lattice 
energies as well as a breakdown into its constituent Coulombic, dispersion, 
repulsion and polarisation terms. It also provides molecule-molecule 
interaction energies between dimers in the crystal lattice, so that roles of specific 
interactions in the crystal structure can be probed. The method has been used 
extensively in this thesis to rationalise the role of intermolecular interactions in 
phase stabilities in high-pressure structures and to interpret mechanisms of 
phase transitions. 
The appeal of the PIXEL method, in combination with structural 
information such as bond distances or molecule conformation, is that the 
energetics in crystal packing can be compared between polymorphs and phase 
stabilities explained. In variable temperature or pressure studies, the evolution 
of stabilising or destabilising contacts between phases can be used to explain 
the driving force of transitions. For example, in the transition of L-serine II to 
III, a substantial increase in attractive energy of a molecular pair, as calculated 
by PIXEL, suggests the transition is driven by the bifurcation of a short 
hydrogen-bond.   
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PIXEL uses electron densities of a single molecule structure, calculated 
by a standard quantum chemical package such as GAUSSIAN , using the 
MP / - G** level of theory.  The calculations produce a density map on a 
three-dimensional grid typically of step size .  Å in an array of –  
symmetry-generated molecules.  Electron densities are then condensed into 
cubes of n x n x n super-pixels to reduce the overall number of pixels. A typical 
choice of condensation level is n= , the smaller the value of n, the finer the 
resolution of the calculation and more accurate the result, although this comes 
at the expense of increased computation times. Any condensed pixels that have 
a charge below a specified threshold ( −  electrons) are removed from the 
calculation to improve the computational efficiency.  The remaining pixels are 
then renormalised to have an overall neutral charge. The calculations of the 
constituent energy terms (given below) are then performed between pairs of 
pixels in a central reference molecule and those generated by symmetry in a 
cluster of a given radius (typically  Å for small, neutral, organic molecules).  
Coulombic energies are calculated as sums of the intermolecular pixel-










 is Coulomb’s constant, and r is the separation between the point 
charges q  and q . 
The polarisability of any given pixel, i, is calculated by assigning the pixel 
to a specific atom in the molecule to which the distance between them is the 
smallest fraction of the atomic radius. The atomic polarisability, αi, is then 
approximated by the following scheme:  
 





 αatom ( ) 
   
where Zatom and αatom are the atomic charge and polarisability of the atom in 
pixel, i. The electric field exerted on each pixel, εi, by its surrounding molecules 
is then calculated, including an adjustable damping factor εmax to prevent 
physically unrealistic polarisation contributions at very short separations:  
 
 Epol,i = −
1
2
αi[εidi]2 when ε<εmax ( ) 
 di = exp [−(εi/(εmax − εi)] ( ) 
 
If 𝜀 > 𝜀 2 then Epol is set to zero. The total polarisation energy of a 
molecule is the summation of all the polarisation energies from each of its 
associated pixels: 
 Epol, tot =  Epol,i ( ) 
 
The PIXEL dispersion energy terms (Edisp) of molecules A and B are 
calculated from the sum of pixel-pixel dispersion terms, Eij, in a London-type 
equation: 
 Edisp A,B =
(-3/4) ∑ ∑  EOS f(R) αiαjj,Bi,A
( πε0)2(Rij)
6  ( ) 
 
 f(R)= exp −(D/Rij-1)
2
  for Ri < D ( ) 
 
 f(R) =  for Ri > D ( ) 
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Again, a damping factor, f(r), is introduced in the polarisation term to 
avoid singularities arising from very short pixel-pixel distances. The f(r) term is 
borrowed from quantum mechanical methods,  where, D, is an empirical 
parameter that represents the damping threshold distance which can be 
adjusted. The EOS term in Equation  is the ‘oscillator strength’ of each pixel. 
Each pixel is considered as a separate oscillating charge with an ionisation 
potential, Ii, given by: 
  EOS = (IiIj)
1
2 ( ) 
 
where Ii is a function of the ionisation potential, Io, of the atom in pixel i and the 
distance between the atomic nucleus and the pixel, Ri: 
  





Where β is an empirical value that acts as an atom specific dispersion energy 
coefficient.  
 The repulsion energy is approximated to be proportional to the 
overlap of electron densities between molecules A and B, SAB: 
 
 SAB = ρi(A)ρj(B) V
j,Bi,A
 ( ) 
   
where ρi and ρj are the charge densities of molecules A and B, and V is the pixel 
volume. The calculation uses the original uncontracted electron densities so 
that the repulsion term is independent of the condensation level. The 
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contributions from the overlap in each pixel is subdivided into those of the 
atomic species, m and n, (Smn) by:  
 
  𝐸rep,mn = (K1 − K2Δχmn)Smn ( ) 
   
where Δχmn is the difference in electronegativity of the atomic species m and n, 
and K  and K  are empirical parameters. The negative sign of K  offsets large 
reorganisations of electron density that result when atoms with different 
electronegativities come into close contact. The total repulsion term is 
calculated as the sum of all pairs of mn: 
 
 Erep, total = Erep,mn
mn
 ( ) 
 
Combining the Coulombic, polarisation, dispersion and repulsion energy 
terms then give the total intermolecular energy:  
 
 Etot=Ecoul + Epol + Edisp + Erep ( ) 
 
 and the sum of all the molecular contacts in the cluster gives the crystal lattice 
energy. The use and validation of PIXEL is demonstrated in the study of benzene 
at ambient pressure and  K.  The PIXEL calculated lattice energy is .  kJ 
mol−  which agrees with the estimated value from experimental measurements, 
 kJ mol−  and the ab initio calculated value, .  kJ mol− . A breakdown into 
the component energies of the nearest neighbour pairs of molecules (of which 
there are four) shows repulsion and dispersion terms, which are sensitive to 
intermolecular separation, tend to cancel and the dominating stabilising 
contribution comes from the Coulombic term. PIXEL reproduces ab initio 
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calculations well at a modest computational cost and time. It therefore 
represents a useful tool for realising physically meaningful interaction and 
crystal lattice energies. 
 
1.6. Thesis Aims 
The overall aim of this thesis is to explore the effects of high-pressure on 
intermolecular interactions and their roles in phase transitions.  
To achieve this overall aim, this thesis will i) extend the current 
experimental pressure limit for structural analysis of strong hydrogen-bonding 
present in an amino acid and ii) halogen-bonding in a halogen substituted 
cyanobenzene. To complete the range of interactions investigated, the 
compression of metal···metal and dispersion-based interactions will be studied 
in iii) an organometallic complex and iv) pyridine. The roles of these 
interactions in compression mechanisms and phase transitions will be 
rationalised by applying the PIXEL method. 
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2.1.  Introduction 
The amino acids have been studied extensively in the context of high-pressure 
polymorphism because they serve as model systems for the behaviour of 
H-bonding in other, potentially more complex molecules, but also in part 
because of their biological significance. -   Glycine, the simplest amino acid, has 
three ambient pressure polymorphs which show differing stabilities under 
compression. α-Glycine is stable to  GPa,  but β-glycine transforms to δ-
glycine at .  GPa, while the γ-form gradually yields the ε-polymorph between 
.  and .  GPa. -  ε-Glycine transforms back to the γ-form via a, sixth, short-
lived ζ-polymorph.   L-serine has four high-pressure polymorphs. -   The 
ambient pressure form, L-serine I, transforms to L-serine II and III on rapid 
compression at ca.  and  GPa and to L-serine IV above .  GPa on slow 
compression.  L-cysteine I transforms on compression above .  GPa to give L-
cysteine III and then again on decompression from .  to .  GPa to form L-
cysteine IV.  Structural changes in L-α-glutamine were studied to .  GPa but 
it does not undergo any phase transitions.  L-alanine also remains in the same 
ambient pressure phase on compression to .  GPa but it undergoes reversible 
amorphisation at  GPa. -  A summary of the discussion above is given in 
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Label Transformation conditions 
        
Glycine  α stable to  GPa.  
(C H NO )   β β to δ at .  GPa. –  
    γ γ to ε between .  and .  GPa. –  
  . – .   ε decompression yields ζ.  
        
 L-serine   I I to II at  GPa (rapid compression). –  
(C H NO ) 
  
I to IV above .  GPa (slow 
compression). –  
        
   II II to III at  GPa (rapid compression). –  
        
L-cysteine  I I to III above .  GPa.  
(C H NO S) .   III III to IV on decompression to .  GPa.  
        
   II Unknown. No pressure data reported 
        
L-α-
glutamine  n/a No transitions observed to .  GPa.  
(C H N O )       
L-alanine 
(C H NO )  n/a 
Ambient pressure phase stable to .  GPa 
but amorphises at  GPa. –  
 
  The role of H-bonding and other non-bonding interactions are important 
in understanding phase stability as a structure evolves under compression to fill 
space more efficiently and avoid short repulsive contacts.  Crystallographic 
studies of complex molecular materials, however, rarely achieve pressures 
beyond  GPa. The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) (v. . , November 
) contains almost  entries which specify the pressure of the structure 
determination, and a list of these is included in Microsoft Excel format in the 
ESI. There are  entries determined at above  atm, and  above  
atm ( .  GPa).  Only  molecular compounds have been studied above  GPa 
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(   atm), only one of which is an amino acid, L-alanine (LALNIN ), 
whose structure was determined by powder methods at .  GPa (see Table 
S . , ESI).  The highest pressure entry is that of CO  at  GPa (SACBAA) which 
was also obtained by powder diffraction;  the next highest pressure entry is 
that of benzene (BENZEN ) at  GPa but the entry lacks D coordinates.   
The highest pressure entry in the CSD of a complex molecular compound, 
determined by single-crystal diffraction and with refined D coordinates is that 
of palladium (II) oxathioether (NONWES ) at ca.  GPa.    
 
A search of the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) for non-
metal compounds at pressures greater than or equal to  GPa results in  hits.   
Amongst the molecular elements, -  oxygen becomes metallic at  GPa.  The 
structure of a high-pressure phase of molecular nitrogen has been determined 
by single-crystal X-ray diffraction at  GPa,  and the structure of polymeric 
nitrogen, which forms at  GPa and  K, has been determined using X-ray 
diffraction and Raman scattering at  GPa.   
Beyond the elements, there are  crystal structures of molecular solids 
at pressures greater than  GPa deposited in the ICSD, comprising  different 
compounds. Some notable examples include the single-crystal structure 
determinations of arsenolite and its helium clathrate to  GPa  and the van 
der Waals compound Kr(H )  whose structure was determined at .  GPa.  
Xenon difluoride has been studied by powder X-ray diffraction and 
computational methods and is shown to undergo two phase transitions at 
 and  GPa, with metallisation predicted to occur at  GPa.   
Although crystal structures of complex molecular solids above  GPa are 
quite rare, spectroscopic methods, particularly Raman spectroscopy, have been 
very useful in detecting phase transitions.  This approach has been used 
extensively to study amino acids.  We now describe the crystal structure of 
L-threonine (Figure . ) to .  GPa with the aim of identifying the structural 
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features associated with the three phase transitions which have been 
characterised by a series of Raman studies, most recently by Holanda et al.   
  
Figure .  Molecular structure of L-threonine at ambient 
conditions showing the numbering scheme used. Ellipsoids are 
shown at the  % probability level. 
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2.2. Experimental 
2.2.1. X-Ray Crystallography 
L-threonine ( % Sigma-Aldrich) was recrystallised from a  mM ethanol 
solution by slow evaporation; forming colourless, blade-shaped crystals. Single-
crystal diffraction data were collected at ambient pressure and room 
temperature using a cut crystal measuring .  x .  x .  mm³ on a Bruker -
circle goniometer APEX-II diffractometer using Mo-Kα radiation (λ= .  Å).  
Below  GPa diffraction data were measured at room temperature using silicon 
( ) monochromated synchrotron radiation (λ= .  Å) on Station .  at the 
Synchrotron Radiation Source, Daresbury, UK.  A single crystal of L-threonine 
measuring ca. .  mm³ was loaded in a Merrill-Bassett type diamond anvil cell 
(DAC) along with a ruby chip in :  methanol-ethanol as a pressure-transmitting 
medium. -  A total of six diffraction measurements were carried out between  
.  to .  GPa using a Bruker-Nonius APEX II diffractometer following the 
collection strategy of Dawson et al.   
Single-crystal diffraction data between .  and .  GPa were measured 
at room temperature on Beamline . .  at the Advanced Light Source in 
Berkeley, California, USA, which has been described in detail elsewhere. -  
Crystals measuring ca.  µm³ were cut from larger single crystals and mounted 
with a ruby sphere in a BX-  type DAC  consisting of  µm Boehler-Almax 
cut diamonds mounted in tungsten-carbide backing seats.  The rhenium 
gasket hole had an initial diameter  µm and thickness of ca.  µm. The cell 
was gas-loaded in neon using a GSECARS/COMPRES gas-loader  at the 
Advanced Light Source. Data were collected in steps of approximately .  GPa; 
and on decompression at .  GPa on a custom-built Huber diffractometer with 
silicon ( ) monochromated synchrotron radiation (λ= .  Å) and a Perkin-
Elmer amorphous silicon detector, using a combination of shutterless ϕ-scans 
at . ° and ° step-widths across the half-opening angle (± °) of the sample 
chamber and cell body. Additional low-pressure measurements were performed 
in the same manner from .  to .  GPa on a separate sample.  
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In all cases, pressure was measured using the ruby fluorescence 
method.   
 
2.2.2. Structure Analysis 
Diffraction data were processed using the APEX  suite of programs.  Data 
reduction was carried out using SAINT,  employing dynamic masks generated 
by ECLIPSE  to mask shaded detector areas. Absorption and shading 
corrections were applied using the multi-scan procedure SADABS.  Data-sets 
were initially analysed using  XPREP,  the structures at ambient pressure and 
following a phase transition at .  GPa were solved using dual space methods 
(SHELXT)  and then refined by full-matrix least-squares on |F|  (SHELXL)  
using the ShelXLe graphical user interface.  Otherwise refinements started 
from the atomic coordinates of the preceding pressure point.    
There is a single-crystal to single-crystal phase transition at .  GPa 
which reduces the space group symmetry from P , to P , although the unit 
cell metrics are similar either side of the transition. The structure was modelled 
with a two-fold axis about a as a twin law, but the twin fraction refined to 
. ( ).  The orthorhombic cells of the structure below .  GPa were placed in 
a non-standard setting to match that of the monoclinic phase in order to 
facilitate comparisons between phases.  
Intramolecular bond distances in all high-pressure refinements were 
restrained to those of the ambient pressure structure. Data sets were modelled 
with isotropic displacement parameters in order to reduce the number of 
refined parameters. H-atoms were placed in calculated positions and allowed to 
ride on their parent atoms. The hydroxyl hydrogen atom was placed on the site 
forming the most favourable H-bond geometry while also being staggered with 
respect to O -C .  The refinement and H-atom placement strategies are 
discussed below.   Selected crystal and refinement data of structures in the 
different phases are collected in Table . .  A full set of parameters for all 
structures collected over the course of this study are available in the ESI (Table 
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S . ).  CCDC -  contains the supplementary crystallographic 
data for this chapter.  
 
2.2.3. Neutron Powder Diffraction at High Pressure 
In order to improve the precision of the equation of state (EOS) of L-threonine 
and to corroborate the X-ray measurements, a series of neutron powder 
diffraction measurements was collected on compression from .  to .  GPa 
in steps of ca. .  GPa using the PEARL instrument at the ISIS facility, 
Rutherford Appleton Labs, Didcot, UK. Deuterated L-threonine (CDN Isotopes, 
used as received) was loaded into a TiZr capsule gasket with a :  mixture of 
deuterated methanol and ethanol, and a pellet of lead as a pressure marker. The 
sample was compressed using a type V  Paris–Edinburgh cell with WC type 
anvils. Pressure measurements were obtained from the equation of state of 
lead.  Unit cell parameters were extracted by the Pawley method using 
TOPAS.   
 
2.2.4. PIXEL Energy Calculations 
The PIXEL method is a semi-empirical computational technique for the 
calculation of lattice and intermolecular interaction energies in molecular 
crystal structures.   The calculations are based on a pixelated model of the 
molecular electron densities within a cluster generated about a central reference 
molecule using the space group symmetry of the crystal structure.  The 
interaction energies between the reference molecule and the other molecules in 
the cluster are obtained by summing the Coulombic, polarisation, dispersion 
and repulsion terms between individual electron density pixels. The sum of 
energies within the cluster gives the lattice energy, and this is broken down into 
individual molecule-molecule contributions. The energies are also broken down 
into constituent Coulombic, polarisation, dispersion and repulsion 
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contributions. Full details of the method and its application are available in 
references , - . 
In this study the cluster radius was  Å, and the molecular electron 
densities were obtained from GAUSSIAN-  with the - G** basis set at the 
MP  level of theory. The PIXEL calculations themselves were accomplished with 
the CLP-PIXEL suite.   The electron densities were calculated on a grid of 
dimensions .  x .  x .  Å , but in order to speed up subsequent energy 
calculations, blocks of  x  x  pixels were combined into superpixels (i.e. the 
condensation level was ). 
Individual intermolecular interaction energies obtained using PIXEL 
(and symmetry-adapted perturbation theory at the SAPT +  level, see below) 
are shown in Table .  at ambient pressure and .  GPa. A breakdown of the 
lattice energy at each pressure and a comparison of relative energies with those 
calculated by DFT (see below) are given in Tables S .  and S .  of the ESI.  Also 
available in the ESI are listings of contact energies at .  GPa (Tables S .  and 
S . ) and plots showing dimers formed within the first coordination spheres at 
, .  and .  GPa in Figures S . - ) 
 
2.2.5. Periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations 
Geometry optimisations were carried-out on the ambient pressure crystal 
structure as well as those at . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , . , 
. , . , .  and .  GPa, using the plane-wave pseudopotential 
method in the CASTEP  code as incorporated in Materials Studio.  The PBE 
exchange-correlation functional was used with the ‘on the fly’ pseudopotentials 
embedded in the program and the Tkatchenko-Scheffler correction for 
dispersion.  The basis set cut-off energy was  eV and Brillouin zone 
integrations were performed with a Monkhorst-Pack  k-point grid spacing of 
.  Å- .  These conditions gave a convergence in total energy of better than  
meV/atom. 
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The starting coordinates for the optimisations were taken from the 
single-crystal X-ray diffraction structures with distances to hydrogen 
normalised to typical neutron values. The cell dimensions were fixed to the 
experimental values, and the space group symmetry was retained. In geometry 
optimisations the energy convergence criterion was x -  eV/atom, with a 
maximum force tolerance of .  eV Å-  and a maximum displacement of x -  
Å; the SCF convergence criterion was x -  eV/atom.  
 
2.2.6. Symmetry-adapted Perturbation Theory (SAPT) 
Calculations 
SAPT calculations were performed at the SAPT +  level of theory on dimers 
taken from the ambient pressure and .  GPa structures using the PSI  code 
(version . . ) with the aug-cc-pvdz basis set. -   
 
2.2.7. Other Programs Used 
Geometric parameters were calculated using PLATON.  EoSFit -GUI  was 
used for EOS calculations. OLEX - . ,  DIAMOND .  and  
MERCURY (CCDC)   were used for structure visualisation. CONQUEST  was 
used to survey the CSD and MR_PIXEL  was used to facilitate setting-up of 
PIXEL calculations. Topology calculations were accomplished with 
TOPOSPRO.  
 
2.2.8. Validation of Computational Methods 
In the following analysis, the results of PIXEL calculations are used to interpret 
the structural changes occurring on compression.   The use of this method has 
been validated by comparison of the lattice energy of L-threonine with the 
experimental value, by comparing the total energies of the compressed 
structures with those obtained by DFT calculations, and finally by comparing 
individual molecule-molecule energies at ambient pressure and .  GPa with 
values obtained with symmetry adapted perturbation theory. 
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The experimental enthalpy of sublimation of L-threonine is  kJ mol−  
at .  K,  but once proton transfer between the ammonium and carboxylate 
groups during sublimation is taken into account,  the energy of sublimation of 
zwitterionic L-threonine is . ±  kJ mol− , which compares with the PIXEL 
value of .  kJ mol− . 
The pressure-dependence of the lattice energy of L-threonine was 
calculated using the PIXEL method and periodic DFT (see Section . .  and 
Table S .  in the ESI).  The goodness-of-fit of the PIXEL calculated energies 
from ambient pressure to .  GPa is . , which improves to .  if the 
highest-pressure structure is discounted. 
Individual intermolecular interaction energies obtained using PIXEL and 
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory at the SAPT +  level are shown in 
Table .  at ambient pressure and .  GPa. At ambient pressure the mean (and 
median) differences are . (− . ) kJ mol− ; the corresponding figures at .  GPa 
are − .  ( . ) kJ mol− . The largest difference at .  GPa is in interaction G/H, for 
which the PIXEL and SAPT energies are − .  and + .  kJ mol− , respectively. 
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Table .  Selected crystallographic information 
Pressure (GPa) .  .  .  .  












Temperature (K)     
a, b, c (Å) .  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
α, β, γ (°) , ,  , ,  , ,  , ,  
V (Å ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
Radiation type Mo Kα Synchrotron,        
λ = .  Å 
Synchrotron,        
λ = .  Å 
Synchrotron,       
λ = .  Å 
μ (mm- ) .  .  .  .  
Crystal size (mm) .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × 
.  
Data collection 










Multi-scan Multi-scan Multi-scan Multi-scan 
Tmin, Tmax . , .  . , .  . , .  . , .  
No. of measured, 
independent and 
 observed [I > 
σ(I)] reflections 
, ,    , ,    , ,    , ,    
Rint .  .  .  .  
θmax (°) .  .  .  .  
(sin θ/λ)max (Å- ) .  .  .  .  
Refinement 
R[F  >  σ (F )], 
wR(F ), S 
. , . , .  . , . , .  . , . , .  . , . , .  
No. of parameters     
No. of restraints     
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å- ) . , - .  . , - .  . , - .  . , - .  
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Table .  Continued
Pressure (GPa) .  .  .  .  
Phase II II III III 







Monoclinic, P  Monoclinic, P  
Temperature (K)     
a, b, c (Å) .  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
α, β, γ (°) , ,  , ,  , .  ( ),  , .  ( ),  
V (Å )   .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
Radiation type   Synchrotron,        
λ = .  Å 
Synchrotron,        
λ = .  Å 
Synchrotron,        
λ = .  Å 
Synchrotron,        
λ = .  Å 
μ (mm- )   .  .  .  .  
Crystal size (mm) .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  
Data collection  










Multi-scan  Multi-scan  Multi-scan  Multi-scan 
 Tmin, Tmax . , .  . , .  . , .  . , .  
No. of measured, 
independent and 
 observed [I >  σ 
(I)] reflections 
, ,    , ,    , ,    , ,    
Rint .  .  .  .  
θmax (°) .  .  .  .  
(sin θ/ λ )max (Å- ) .  .  .  .  
Refinement  
R[F  >  σ (F )], 
wR(F ), S 
. , . , .  . , . , .  . , . , .  . , . , .  
No. of parameters     
No. of restraints     
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å- ) . , - .  . , - .  . , - .  . , - .  
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Table .  Interactions in the first coordination sphere of L-threonine at .  and .  GPa. The  molecules in the first coordination spheres are 
labelled A–N in order of increasing energy. All energies are in kJ mol− . Contact distances are to H-atoms. Symmetry equivalent pairs of molecules are 
listed together e.g. Molecules A and B are listed as A/B. 
      Centroid 
 
PIXEL       SAPT +    




(Å) Coulombic Polarization Dispersion Repulsion Total   Total Contacts 
A/B 
/ −x, −y, / +z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  N H ···O  = .  Å 
/ −x, −y, − / +z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  N H ···O  = .  Å 
C/D 
−x, − / +y, / −z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  O H ···O  = .  Å 
−x, / +y, / −z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  O H ···O  = .  Å 
E/F 
/ −x, −y, / +z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  N H ···O  = .  Å 
/ −x, −y, − / +z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  O ···H (N )/H (N ) = . / .  Å 
G/H 
+x, y, z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  N H ···O  = .  Å 
− +x, y, z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    .  N H ···O  = .  Å 
I/J 
 −x, / +y, / −y .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .   C H ···O  = .  Å 
 −x, − / +y, / −y .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .   C H ···O  = .  Å 
K/L 
/ +x, / −y, −z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  N H ···O  = .  Å  
 − / +x, / −y, −z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  .    .  N H ···O  = .  Å 
M/N 
 − / +x, / −y, −z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  − .    − .  C H ···H (C ) = .  Å 
 / +x, / −y, −z .  .  − .  − .  − .  .  .    .  C H ···H (C ) = .  Å 
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2.3. Results & Discussion 
2.3.1. Phase Behaviour 
The X-ray crystal structure of L-threonine was first determined by Shoemaker 
in .   It exists as a zwitterion in the solid–state with charged carboxylate 
and ammonium groups situated on the α-carbon (C ) and a hydroxyl and 
methyl group on the β-carbon (C ) with the chemical formula C H NO . 
L-threonine crystallises in the space group P  with four molecules in the 
unit cell (Z’ = ) at ambient pressure and temperature, with the unit cell 
parameters: a= . ( ) Å, b= . ( ) Å, c= . ( ) Å and V= . ( ) Å³. 
The atom labelling, which follows Shoemaker’s work, is given in Figure . .   
The phase behaviour of L-threonine has been most recently studied using 
Raman spectroscopy by Holanda et al., who inferred three structural phase 
transitions at ca.  GPa, between .  and .  GPa and between .  and .  GPa 
based on changes in the slopes of frequency-pressure plots and the splitting, 
appearance or disappearance of bands.   We shall label the phases formed in 
these transitions I’, II and III, respectively.  Over the course of this and two 
earlier Raman studies, the transition to phase I’ had been observed between 
.  and .  GPa,  at .  GPa (in D-threonine)  and at .  GPa,  the authors 
ascribing these differences to the influence of the different pressure-
transmitting media used in the three studies (methanol-ethanol, Nujol and 
argon).  
The variation of the refined unit cell volume and dimensions with 
pressure is shown in Figure . .  The structure remains orthorhombic, space 
group P , from ambient pressure to .  GPa, i.e. throughout the range for 
phases I, I’ and II,  and it is clear that the structures of these phases are very 
closely related.   
The discontinuity between .  and .  GPa, observed in all four curves, 
corresponds to the transition from phase II to III, which occurred between .  
and .  GPa in Holanda’s study.  The difference in the transition pressure may, 
as these authors suggest, be the result of the influence of the pressure-
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transmitting medium (Ne in our case). Alternatively, it may reflect the 
sensitivity of spectroscopic methods to local structural changes, as was the case 
in [Cu(pyrazine)(H O) F ], where premonitory disordering of Jahn-Teller 
directions, observed by high pressure electron paramagnetic resonance, was not 
evident in the average structure obtained by analysis of Bragg scattering in 
single-crystal diffraction measurements.  
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Figure .  Variation of (a) the normalised lattice parameters and (b) unit cell volume 
of L-threonine as a function of pressure. Neutron data, collected using the d
isotopologue, are shown as diamonds. X-ray diffraction data, collected using 
isotopically normal threonine, are shown as circles. There is little evidence of any 
isotopic effect at the resolution of these experiments.  The curve is the equation of 
state of phase I and I’. The I’, II and III phase boundaries determined in this study are 
shown as dashed lines and each region is coloured to help guide the eye (phases were 
initially inferred from Holanda’s study [ref. ]). Error bars are obscured by the data 
points. 
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At .  GPa the unit cell dimensions of phase II are a = . ( ), b = . ( ), 
c = . ( ) Å, V = . ( ) Å , representing a volume reduction of  % 
compared to the ambient-pressure structure. The cell dimensions after the 
transition to phase III at .  GPa are a = . ( ), b = .  ( ), c = . ( ) 
Å, β = . ( )°, V = .  ( ) Å , so that after the phase transition, although the 
 operations along the a and c directions are lost, the translational symmetry of 
the lattice is preserved and Z is still equal to four, but Z’ = .  The structure 
remains in phase III up to .  GPa, the highest pressure reached in this study.  
At .  GPa the unit cell volume is . ( ) Å , representing a  % reduction 
compared to ambient pressure. Pressure release from .  GPa to .  GPa re-
forms phase II. Further X-ray decompression measurements were not 
performed, but Holanda’s Raman measurements indicate full reversibility from 
 GPa to ambient pressure. 
Fitting the pressure-volume data of L-threonine-d  I and I’ obtained in 
the neutron powder diffraction experiment to a Vinet equation of state  gives 
values of the bulk modulus (K ) and its first derivative (K’) of . ( ) GPa and 
. ( ), respectively. The zero-pressure volume in this fit was fixed to 
.  Å³ and χ  was . .  The bulk modulus of L-threonine is comparable to 
other hydrogen bonded amino acids, e.g. L-serine I is .  GPa and those of 
polymorphs II and III are .  and .  GPa;  and that of L-alanine is 
. ( ) GPa.  
 Superposition of the equation of state curve on all the pressure-volume 
points collected in this study between ambient pressure and .  GPa shows the 
points between .  and .  GPa lie to systematically lower volume, pointing to 
the formation of phase II between .  and .  GPa.  This is consistent with the 
phase I’ to II transition observed between .  and .  GPa by Holanda et al.,  
albeit with a more subtle signature than the transition to phase III.   The 
transition is also marked by a small discontinuity in the b-axis length [Figure 
. (a)].  
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It will be seen from Figure . (b) that all the points between ambient pressure 
and .  GPa are consistent with the same equation of state, and there appears 
to be little indication in the plots for the I to I’ transition proposed by Holanda 
et al. near  GPa (see also below). 
 
2.3.2. The Effects of Pressure on the Intramolecular Structure 
High pressure data sets almost always suffer from low completeness as a result 
of the limited scattering geometry of the diamond anvil cell. Accordingly, the 
data-sets of threonine-I, I’ and II collected here had completenesses of between 
 and  %, the corresponding figures for the lower symmetry phase III were 
–  %.  As a result, it is usually necessary to place restraints on the structure 
refinements, and bond distances and angles were restrained to values observed 
at ambient pressure.   
In order to assess the suitability of the restraints applied, the structures 
of phase I at ambient pressure and phase III at .  GPa were optimised by 
periodic DFT.  The calculations indicated that bond distances change by as 
much as .  Å, and bond angles by . ° (see Table S .  in the ESI), while the 
root-mean-square deviations between the optimised and experimental 
molecular structures were .  and .  Å, respectively (see Tables S  and 
S  in the ESI, which also contains further comparison data). Use of the 
optimised model as a freely rotating rigid body in the refinement against the 
.  GPa data set lowered the R-factor, but only slightly ( .  % for  
reflections), so that it is not possible to state definitively whether the 
intramolecular bond distances and angles are significantly affected by pressure, 
as the differences are beyond the resolution of the data obtained in this study. 
By contrast, the torsion angles do vary significantly with pressure. Figure .  
shows differences in conformation between the ambient pressure and highest-
pressure molecular structures, with differences apparent about the carboxylate, 
hydroxyl and methyl groups.  Holanda et al. noted that the most prominent 
changes in the Raman spectra of threonine with pressure were associated with  
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vibrations of the carboxylate moiety.  The variation of the orientation of the 
carboxylate group with pressure, represented by the O -C -C -C  torsion angle 
(), is shown in Figure . . The features in these plots correlate with the phase 
transitions suggested by Holanda et al. and is described in Section . .  
Between .  and .  GPa τ decreases from − . ( )° to − . ( )°, but this 
trend appears to reverse between .  and  GPa. These changes are small, but 
the pressure at which they occur is the same as the I to I’ transition inferred 
from the Raman data. The small magnitude of the change is consistent with lack 
of any obvious signature in the cell dimensions or volume at this pressure. 
Beyond  GPa the value of τ continues to become more positive, but 
between .  and .  GPa it changes dramatically from − ( )° to − ( )°, the 
trend flattening-off again between .  and .  GPa. These changes coincide 
with the transition from phase I’ to II.  The standard uncertainties of τ become 
large above the phase II to III transition at .  GPa.  However, with the change 
in Z’ from  to , it appears that the value continues to become gradually more 
positive in one molecule (molecule B) but more negative in the other.  
Although H-atoms could not be located in difference maps, the changes 
in the positions of acceptor atoms imply that there is also a change in the 
orientation of the hydroxyl moiety over the course of the II to III transition.  
Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions (see Section . . .) and 
based on this approach the torsion C -C -O -H  changes from − ° in phase II 
to − ° in molecule A, and to − ° in molecule B in phase III.  The change in the 
position of H  is also seen in DFT optimisations, but is less pronounced (Table 
S .  and Figure S .  in ESI); the corresponding torsional changes over the 
course of the II to III transition are: −  to − ° and − ° in molecules A and B, 
respectively. The implications of the change in position of H  are discussed in 
Section . . . .  
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Figure .  The O -C -C -C  torsion angle (τ) as a function of pressure. The green and red 
circles in phase III represent molecules A and B, and the open circle represents the 
decompression measurement. A second order polynomial was fitted to phase I and I’ data, 
the minimum of the parabolic function was determined to be − . ° at .  GPa. 
Extrapolating the curve to .  GPa serves to highlight the slower rate of change exhibited 
in phase II. Plots of other torsion angles against pressure are available in the ESI. 
Figure .  Structure overlay of the two symmetry-independent molecules of 
threonine at .  GPa (coloured by element) [(a) molecule A and (b) molecule 
B] with the molecule at ambient pressure (coloured green). The view is down the 
C -C  bond. Overlay of the structures was determined using the structure 
overlay feature in MERCURY from atoms C , C  and C  only. 
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2.3.3. Intermolecular Interactions at Ambient Pressure 
Intermolecular interaction energies in phase I at ambient pressure are listed in 
Table . , where contacts are ordered by interaction energy and grouped in 
symmetry-equivalent pairs. Table .  also lists the breakdown of the molecule-
molecule energies into component Coulombic, polarization, dispersion and 
repulsion terms obtained from the PIXEL calculations. Validation of the PIXEL 
results against those of other methods is described in Section . .  Given that 
the PIXEL method is semi-empirical and developed using ambient-pressure 
structural and thermodynamic data, the level of agreement with other methods 
is remarkable.  
The strongest contacts comprising four pairs of crystallographically 
unique interactions labelled A/B–G/H. The strongest (A/B; − .  kJ mol− ) 
involves molecules connected by N H ···O  hydrogen bonds, with a hydrogen-
acceptor separation of .  Å forming a primary-level C( ) chain which runs 
along c. Interactions G and H involving N H ···O  hydrogen bonds ( .  Å, 
− .  kJ mol− ) form a second primary-level C( ) chain which runs along a. The 
Figure .  Hydrogen bonding in L-threonine at ambient pressure 
as viewed along b. Dimer pairs A/B and G/H are highlighted in 
black dashed ellipsoids. 
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combination of these two C( ) chains generates a layer in the ac plane 
(Figure . ).  
  
The third dimension of the H-bond network is completed by C( ) chains 
formed by O H ···O  hydrogen bonds between the carboxylate and hydroxyl 
groups along b, see Figure .  [interaction C/D in Table . , the hydrogen-
acceptor distance is .  Å and the energy is − .  kJ mol− ]. This is the second 
most stabilising interaction in the ambient pressure structure.  The Coulombic 
interaction is almost as strong as in the A/B contacts (− .  versus 
− .  kJ mol− ), but the repulsion term is also much more positive (+ .  versus 
.  kJ mol− ), so that, paradoxically, the interaction with the shorter H-bond is 
also the less stabilising. 
Interactions E and F are strongly stabilising, with an energy of 
− .  kJ mol−  but featuring a rather long N H ···O  contact of .  Å with a 
<N H ···O  angle of only . °. This angle is too tight for a H-bond,  and the 
component energies show that the interaction is predominantly Coulombic 
Figure .  Hydrogen bonding in L-threonine at ambient pressure, as viewed along c. 
Dimer pairs C/D and G/H are highlighted in black dashed ellipsoids. 
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with a much smaller dispersion contribution than the hydrogen bonds 
described above. The contact is therefore better regarded as a long-range intra-
layer electrostatic contact than a hydrogen bond. This interaction has an 
important influence on the compression of L-threonine, as described in the 
following section. 
The hydrogen bonding scheme described above appears to leave the 
potentially strong donor N H  unbound. There is an additional C( ) chain 
connected by N H ···O  interactions (labelled K and L in Table . ) though the 
DH···X separation is quite long at .  Å. The contact has a modest Coulombic 
component and is dominated by the dispersion term. It has an interaction 
energy of only − .  kJ mol− .  The low value of the Coulombic contribution can 
be ascribed to the juxtaposition of both positive and negative regions of the 
electrostatic potentials of the contacting molecules.  
In addition to the contacts listed above there are two pairs of 
longer-range interactions (I/J and M/N) with energies of − .  and − .  kJ mol−  
and H···O distances of between .  and .  Å.  Topological analysis based on 
Voronoi-Dirichlet partitioning indicates that interactions I/J lie outside the first 
coordination sphere, a finding consistent with the low contributions of 
dispersion and repulsion to the energy of this interaction.  The molecular 
centroids define a coordination sequence of - - , which is characteristic of 
an underlying face centred cubic topology.  This arrangement persists at high 
pressure.  Plots of the first coordination spheres at , .  and .  GPa are given 
in Figure S .  in the ESI.  
 
2.3.4. The Effects of Pressure on Intermolecular Interactions 
2.3.4.1. The Effect of Pressure on The Lattice Energy 
The effect of pressure on the lattice energy of L-threonine is shown in Figure 
. , the points being calculated using the PIXEL method and periodic DFT.   
In phases I, I’ and II the lattice energies increase steadily with increasing 
pressure, which is expected as repulsion contributions increase as molecules are 
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forced into close proximity. There is a discontinuity in the gradient at the II to 
III phase transition at .  GPa leading to a sharp destabilisation of the lattice 
energy.   Examination of the contributions of the interactions in the first 
coordination sphere to the lattice energy (Figure . ) shows that all except the 
symmetry-related pair E and F are driven into destabilising regions of their 
potentials, that of the strongest H-bonding interaction A/B being particularly 
steep.   
Based on the trends seen in Figure . , the lattice energy of phase II at 
.  GPa would be expected to be approximately −  kJ mol− , compared to 
− .  kJ mol−  for the observed phase III.  Although phase III is less stable than 
phase II in terms of internal energy, at .  GPa, the difference in molecular 
volume is .  Å .  This figure, though apparently modest, contributes a pΔV term 
of −  kJ mol−  to the free energy change of the transition, which more than 
compensates for the change in lattice energy.  Like most high-pressure phase 
transitions, therefore, the II to III transition in threonine is driven by the need 
to fill space efficiently at high pressure.  
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Figure .  Molecular interaction energies of contacts A-N as a function of centroid 
separation. Circles represent phases I to II (P ), and triangles represent phase III 
(P ). The dotted lines have no functional significance and are meant to guide the eye.
Figure .  The variation of the lattice energy of threonine with pressure. The points 
are relative to ambient pressure (Urel). 
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2.3.4.2. The Effect of Pressure on Intermolecular 
Interactions in the ac Planes 
An animation showing the path of compression of the layers formed in the ac 
planes is available in the ESI, while plots of the selected interaction distances 
against pressure are given in Figures .  (a)–(d). 
By far the biggest change within the ac layers occurs in interaction E/F. 
Between  and .  GPa the N H ···O  distance in this interaction changes from 
.  Å to .  Å. The N H ···O  distance of interaction A/B barely varies over 
the same pressure range.  The angles subtended at H  in the two interactions 
are respectively .  and . ° at ambient pressure and . ° and . ° at .  
GPa. Interactions E/F thus change from being long-range Coulombic contacts 
at ambient pressure to ones mediated by a bifurcated H-bond at .  GPa.   
The change can be viewed as the positively-charged H  adjusting its 
position within the large and strongly negative region of the combined 
Figure .  (a)–(d) Donor–acceptor distances of selected hydrogen bonds as a 
function of pressure, Decompression measurements at .  GPa are represented by 
open markers. Molecules A and B in phase III are represented by green and red 
markers respectively. Trendlines are meant to guide the eye only. 
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electrostatic potentials of the molecules involved in interactions A/B and E/F.  
The interaction energy becomes simultaneously more negative, the only 
stabilising change to occur on compression, providing a lower energy pathway 
for the structure to accommodate compression. Since interactions E and F are 
generated by a screw axis along c, the c-axis compresses substantially more than 
either the a or b-axes (Figure . (a)).   The gradual bifurcation of H  reflects 
Holanda and co-workers’ comment that the I’ to II transition is the final result 
of a long process which affects the carboxylate rocking motion from about ca. 
.  GPa.   Crystallographically, we can see that by this stage the H ···O  distance 
is already around .  Å. 
While the principal structural effect of the I’ to II transition is seen in 
interactions E/F, effects are also seen in the other interactions formed in the ac 
plane.  The H-bonded dimers A/B are also slightly stabilised by the bifurcation 
of H  while in phase I’, but the energy begins to increase rapidly after the I’ to II 
phase transition. Similar comments apply to interactions G/H, which actually 
becomes repulsive in phase III. 
The lengths of the a and c axes undergo more rapid compression after 
the II to III transition.  The animation of the pressure series shows that the loss 
of the  axes along a and c, which occurs during the transition, enables 
neighbouring rows of molecules linked by N H ···O  to shift in alternate 
directions enabling them to approach more closely, and the molecules to pack 
more efficiently. The lowering of symmetry illustrates Dove’s comment that 
high-pressure phase transitions generally favour distorted phases in order to 
maximise density.  
 
2.3.4.3. Interactions Between the ac Planes 
An animation showing the path of compression of the layers formed in the ab 
planes is available in the ESI. The layers which form parallel to the ac planes are 
connected by O H ···O  H-bonds between the hydroxyl and carboxylate groups 
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(interactions C/D), and a plot of the interaction distance against pressure is 
shown in Figure .  (c).  
The C/D interaction energy does not show any initial stabilisation with 
pressure, in contrast to interactions A/B and E/F, a consequence, perhaps, of the 
repulsion term, which is appreciable even at ambient pressure. The energy 
becomes more positive as the pressure increases and does not exhibit any major 
discontinuities at the phase transitions.  
The O H ···O  H-bond shortens steadily from .  Å at ambient pressure 
to .  Å at .  GPa.  The distance between H  and the O  atom of the same 
carboxylate group falls below  Å at .  GPa, but is still very unsymmetrical at 
this stage, the angles subtended at H  to O  and O  being .  and . °, 
respectively. The transition from phase I’ to II is marked by greater translational 
movement of the neighbouring rows generated by lattice repeats along a relative 
to each other. The compression of the O H ···O  H-bond begins to level-off at 
this point, to be replaced by an increasing bifurcation of H . At .  GPa the 
H ···O  and O  distances are .  and .  Å, and the corresponding angles at 
H  are .  and . °.  By .  GPa the H ···O  distance has shortened to .  
Å, though without much change in the other parameters (H ···O  = .  Å, 
angles at H  are .  and . °). Thus, the phase I’ to II transition is marked 
along the b axis by a change in the way that the structure accommodates the 
applied pressure. 
 The symmetry reduction that occurs in the phase II to III transition is 
marked by a change in the orientation of the hydroxyl group in half of the 
molecules.  The molecules labelled A retain the conformation of phase II, while 
H B become more clearly bifurcated, so that at .  GPa the O BH B···O B 
increases to .  Å, O BH B···O B decreases to .  Å, and respective angles at 
H B are .  and . °.  The corresponding parameters for the ‘A’ molecules 
are like those in phase II: .  Å, .  Å, . ° and . °.  The structural 
signature of the II to III transition is thus similar to the I’ to II transition in that 
it involves the bifurcation of a hydrogen bond. The difference between the 
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transitions is that the change occurs in one pressure step, rather than being 
gradual, and involves a change in molecular conformation. 
 
2.4. Conclusions 
The crystal structure of L-threonine has been determined up to .  GPa, one 
of the highest pressures ever achieved for a complex molecular material, 
providing amongst the most detailed information beyond  GPa ever published 
for this type of system.  
The structure undergoes two isosymmetric phase transitions on 
compression between .  and .  GPa. The ambient pressure phase I 
transforms to phase I’ between .  and .  GPa, the result of a subtle 
reorientation of the carboxylate group. The transformation of phase I’ to phase 
II between .  and .  GPa follows a gradual transformation of a long-range 
Coulombic interaction into one mediated by a bifurcated hydrogen bond.  The 
transition therefore reflects a change in the way the structure absorbs pressure 
rather than a distinct structural change, and in this regard, it is somewhat akin 
to a second order thermal event such as a glass transition.  
Further compression results in the transformation to phase III between 
.  and .  GPa.  The II to III transition is driven by a discontinuous reduction 
in volume and is characterised by the rotation and bifurcation of the hydroxyl 
groups in half of the molecules in the unit cell. 
The crystallographic results are consistent to those seen in the earlier 
Raman studies.  Indeed, the interpretation of the crystallographic data has been 
substantially guided by the Raman results of Holanda et al.   While the phase II 
to III transition involves a discontinuous change in volume and symmetry, 
phases I, I’ and II are all very similar, and the designation of these forms as 
separate phases is based on discontinuities of the trends seen in Holanda et al.’s 
Raman spectra with increasing pressure.  In particular, the I and I’ transition is 
not at all obvious from examination of the crystallographic data alone, and it 
would probably have been missed without the Raman data. This said, while 
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Raman spectra have proved to be an extremely sensitive tool for detecting the 
phase transitions, they are a less definitive guide to the magnitude of the 
structural changes. 
Above .  GPa the crystal structure of L-threonine destabilises rapidly.  
Holanda’s Raman spectra suggest that the material remains crystalline to at least 
 GPa, but the ultimate response of a relatively complex crystal structure such 
as threonine to very rapid onset of destabilisation is largely unexplored territory.  
One possibility is amorphisation, as seen for L-alanine at  GPa.    Cleavage of 
primary covalent bonds forms another potential route, exemplified by proton 
transfer in oxalic acid at .  GPa,  or even wholescale decomposition into 
amorphous networks such as is seen for benzene -  and pyridine. -   
Although the hydrogen bonds in L-threonine are substantially 
compressed up to .  GPa, it is remarkable that their distances all find 
precedents at ambient pressure, and none of them can be described as 
‘abnormally short’ (Figure . ).  In the  structures of amino acids, 
peptides and complexes in the CSD (v .  November ) there are  
individual hydrogen bond lengths (ca.  %) which are equal to or shorter than 
the shortest hydrogen bond length in L-threonine at .  GPa.   This is in spite 
of a reduction in unit cell volume by over one-third.   Hydrogen bonds are the 
strongest and most consistently formed intermolecular interactions in organic 
crystal structures, and this study reveals that their robustness persists well 
above  GPa, even in relatively complex molecular crystals.   
It has been shown that the strongest intermolecular interactions 
generally persist across phase transitions. -  However, the drive to reduce 
volume becomes ever more pressing as pressure is increased, leading to a 
perturbation in the hierarchy of intermolecular interactions. It will be 
fascinating to discover the point at which this effect finally wins out and the 
fundamental nature of the hydrogen bond is altered beyond our current 
understanding. 
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3.1.  Introduction 
Hydrogen bonded solids were amongst the first organic systems of any 
complexity to be studied at high pressure. One of the first studies concerned 
hydrogen-bonding in oxalic acid,  and a substantial body of work now exists 
which demonstrates that hydrogen-bonded systems are highly sensitive to 
pressure, exhibiting extensive phase diversity on compression, the amino acids 
having been studied particularly thoroughly. -  A notable example of the effect 
of pressure is in migration of the proton positions between the hydrogen-bond 
donor-acceptor sites in the oxalic acid dihydrate and in cyclohexan- , -dione. -
 These early works  and those that followed, show that hydrogen-bonds are 
extremely responsive to modification by high pressure.  
 Other similar classes of interaction, such as  the analogous  halogen 
bond, R-X···D (where R = organic group, X = halogen, D = nucleophilic site),  
which have the potential to be highly sensitive to pressure, have been more 
lightly investigated. Of the ,  high pressure structures deposited in the 
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) (v . , November ), only  exhibit 
halogen bonding. Interest in the area mainly concerns the role of halogen 
bonding in polymorphism -  and in charge transfer properties of materials. -   
In crystal engineering the halogen bond has a propensity to be highly 
directional, and it has been used to direct chain formation in polymerisation 
reactions at high pressure.    The σ-hole (a region of positive electrostatic 
potential on the halogen atom)  forms along the axis of the covalent bond and 
directs intermolecular interactions with the nucleophile to be linear (R-X···D = 
°). The degree of atomic separation and interaction energies are affected by 
the electrostatic potential of the σ hole, which can be tuned by changing the 
electron withdrawing affinity of the R-group, or by substituting the halogen 
atom for another which leads to a plethora of compounds with halogen 
bonding. -   
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Halogen bond interactions between N and I have been identified as a 
potential candidates for high-pressure studies as they have already been shown 
to be sensitive to variations in temperature.  The high polarizability of iodine 
makes its bonding highly flexible. For example,  elemental iodine, which at 
ambient pressure contains semi-conducting planes of donor-acceptor 
interactions (I···I = .  and .  Å, where x the van der Waals radius of I is 
.  Å),  transforms to a metal at  GPa.  In the context of other metallisation 
transitions in the main-group elements, this is quite a modest pressure. Very 
recently compression beyond  GPa of the organic polyiodide salt, 
tetraethylammonium diiodine triiodide has been shown to lead to an insulating-
to-semiconducting transformation driven by donor-acceptor bond formation 
between iodine molecules and tri-iodide anions.  
The I···N intermolecular distance in -iodobenzonitrile (Scheme . ) is 
. ( ) Å which is substantially shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii 
( .  Å).  In this chapter we describe the effects of pressure on this interaction 
up to .  GPa with the aim of characterising its sensitivity to compression.  
  
Scheme .  Chemical structure 
diagram of -iodobenzonitrile 
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3.2.  Experimental 
3.2.1. High-Pressure Experiments  
Single crystal X-ray diffraction, Raman and UV-Vis absorption spectroscopy at 
high pressure were performed in Merrill-Bassett or Boehler-Almax type 
diamond anvil cells (DACs) equipped with .  mm culet type Ia Boehler-Almax 
cut diamonds. Tungsten gaskets with holes of diameter . – .  mm and 
thickness . – .  mm formed the sample chambers and the hydrostatic 
pressure transmitting media, were either :  n-pentane:iso-pentane, :  
methanol-ethanol or spectroscopic paraffin oil. Pressures were determined by 
the ruby fluorescence method.  
 
3.2.2. Recrystallisations and Compression Conditions 
Over the course of this work the response of -iodobenzonitrile to high pressure 
was studied under four different sets of conditions.  
(i) Ex situ crystal growth followed by compression in pentane-isopentane: 
-Iodobenzonitrile ( %, Sigma-Aldrich) was first recrystallised by solvent 
diffusion of n-pentane in dichloromethane solution to give colourless, 
rectangular-prismatic crystals. Initial ambient and high-pressure X-ray 
diffraction data were collected on a crystal of dimensions .  x .  x .  mm³ in 
n-pentane:iso-pentane to .  GPa using a lab source diffractometer (see below).  
Beyond .  GPa the sample darkened in colour and diffraction quality decreased 
dramatically (Figure . (a)) but there was nevertheless some evidence of 
crystallinity in the form of weak diffraction at low angle. A second series of 
measurements was therefore carried out using methanol-ethanol as a 
hydrostatic medium with the aim of obtaining better quality data above  GPa.    
(ii) Ex situ crystal growth and compression in methanol-ethanol: -
Iodobenzonitrile was recrystallised by slow evaporation of a 
:  methanol-ethanol solution to give colourless, rectangular prism shaped 
crystals.  Ambient and high-pressure X-ray diffraction data were collected using 
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a crystal ( .  x .  x .  mm³) and the mother liquor from the crystal growth as 
the pressure transmitting medium. Data were collected to .  GPa using 
synchrotron radiation (see below). A new phase formed at .  GPa but the 
sample contained numerous quite weakly-scattering domains. We therefore 
turned to in situ crystal growth with the aim of obtaining an improved data set.  
(iii) In situ crystal growth and slow compression in methanol-ethanol: A -
iodobenzonitrile in :  methanol-ethanol solution was loaded in a DAC to give 
a polycrystalline mass on compression at .  GPa. A colourless crystal 
measuring .  x .  x .  mm³ was obtained by repeatedly heating the DAC 
to  K and cooling to room temperature (Figure . (b)). High-pressure X-ray 
diffraction data were collected to .  GPa in ca. .  GPa steps using synchrotron 
radiation. The crystal broke apart above  GPa and no discernible diffraction 
data could be obtained.   
(iv) In situ crystal growth followed by rapid compression in methanol-ethanol:  A 
small single crystal (~ .  mm³) was regrown in situ but rapidly compressed to 
.  GPa from ambient pressure in one step. High-pressure diffraction 
measurements were performed immediately on a lab source diffractometer to 
give sufficiently good data for structure solution and refinement.  
 
3.2.3. Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction 
Single crystal diffraction data were collected using both sealed-tube and 
synchrotron X-radiation.   The synchrotron data were collected on Beamline 
. .  at the Advanced Light Source on a Bruker D  diffractometer with silicon 
( ) monochromated synchrotron radiation, wavelength .  Å (E = .  keV) 
and PHOTON-II detector. Shutterless ω-scans with different θ and ϕ-offsets 
were performed at step widths of . ° with exposure times of  s.  The 
sealed-tube data sets were collected using a Bruker APEX-II diffractometer with 
graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation (λ= .  Å) and exposure times of 
 s.  
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Diffraction images were integrated using SAINT with dynamic masks 
generated by ECLIPSE to mask shaded detector areas. ,  The multi-scan 
procedure SADABS   was used to treat cell and sample absorption errors. The 
structure of phase I was solved using direct methods (SHELXT)  and that of 
phase II at .  GPa by simulated annealing (DASH).  Structures were refined by 
full-matrix least-squares on |F|  (SHELXL)  using the ShelXLe graphical user 
interface.  
 
Non-hydrogen intramolecular bond distances in each high-pressure 
model were restrained to those of the ambient temperature-pressure structure. 
In phase I the molecule has . . site symmetry; in phase II it occupies a general 
position but was restrained to have C v symmetry during refinement.   Only the 
iodine atom was refined with anisotropic displacement parameters, with the 
light-atoms restrained to have similar isotropic displacement parameters in the 
high-pressure structure refinements; the ambient temperature-pressure 
Figure .  Crystals used in this study: (a) Ex situ crystal loaded in 
methanol-ethanol (Section . i), the crystal transparency reduction is apparent 
at .  GPa. (b) In situ crystal growth from melting the initial polycrystalline 
mass to  K and allowing to cool to room temperature repeatedly (Section 
. iii). 
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structure was refined with anisotropic displacement parameters for non-
hydrogen atoms. All H-atoms were placed in calculated positions and allowed 
to ride on their parent atoms. The phase I to II transition is reconstructive and 
there is no rational geometric relationship between the lattices; it was found 
unnecessary to model twinning in phase II.   
Crystal and refinement data immediately below and above the phase 
transition are collected in Table . , a full set of parameters for the  data 
collected over the course this study is available in the electronic supplementary 
information (ESI).  CCDC -  also contains the supplementary 
crystallographic data for this chapter.  
 
3.2.4. Raman and UV-Vis Spectroscopy 
High-pressure Raman spectra were collected in parallel to the single-crystal 
diffraction experiments during the study using the crystal grown ex situ in 
methanol-ethanol as a pressure transmitting medium [method (ii) above]. The 
instrument used was a Horiba LabRAM HR Evolution Raman spectrometer 
using an  lines mm−  grating and  nm excitation. The range was  to 
 cm− . An Olympus BXFM-ILHS microscope with a x long working 
distance objective was used for laser focusing to a spot size of ca.  μm on to the 
sample. Spectra were collected on compression up to .  GPa and on 
decompression to ambient pressure at  K. 
Room temperature UV-Vis absorption spectra at high pressure were 
performed in a custom-made setup. The modulated light from deuterium and 
tungsten lamps was dispersed with a monochromator and focused on the 
sample with a reflective objective. The transmitted light was collected with 
another reflective objective and the signal detected with a photomultiplier was 
synchronously detected with a lock-in amplifier. The experiments were carried 
out using paraffin oil (Merck) as transmitting medium. The pressure and 
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hydrostatic conditions were checked through the shift and bandwidth of ruby 
R-lines luminescence, respectively. 
 
3.2.5. High-Pressure Conductivity Measurements 
Electrical resistance was measured on a compressed powder sample using a 
four-probe method in a Merrill-Bassett DAC with  μm culet anvils (Figure 
. ). Gold contacts were made on one of the anvils through a custom-made 
mask using a sputter coater. Daphne  oil was used as a pressure medium. A 
ruby chip was loaded into the sample space and pressure was measured using 
ruby fluorescence. The metallic parts of the cell and gasket were electrically 
insulated to avoid short circuits. The electrical resistance of the sample was 
measured using Keithley A electrometer using the constant voltage method. 
The electrical resistance was measured with increasing pressure. At just above  
GPa we observed a sudden drop in resistance which is also accompanied by the 
darkening of the sample. 
  
Figure .  On the left: Diamond with gold sputtered contacts (no sample). 
On the right: IBN sample within a gasket hole under  GPa. The transparent 
light blue areas between inner gasket hole and sample represent PVC layer. 
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3.2.6. PIXEL Energy Calculations 
 
Molecular electron densities were calculated by quantum chemical methods at 
each pressure point by GAUSSIAN  with the MP /DGDZVP level of theory 
and basis set.  CH distances were reset to .  Å for structures determined 
experimentally with X-ray diffraction, but left unchanged for structures which 
had been optimised by periodic DFT. The electron density grid obtained from 
Gaussian was in steps of .  Å and condensation level of  was used for the 
PIXEL calculations (CLP-PIXEL). ,  The cluster radius was  Å.  A breakdown 
of the interaction energies within the first coordination spheres of phase I at 
ambient pressure and .  GPa and phase II at .  GPa are given in Tables . –
. . 
PIXEL has been used previously to study interactions involving iodine, , 
 and the ability of the method to reproduce experimental sublimation energies 
of iodine compounds is assessed in the ESI. For -iodobenzonitrile itself the 
lattice energy calculated by PIXEL is − .  kJ mol− , which is smaller in 
magnitude than the experimental enthalpy of sublimation, . ( ) kJ mol− , 
determined using Knudsen effusion methods by Rocha et. al.  However, the 
difference is consistent with the performance of PIXEL for other iodine 
containing compounds. Rounding errors in the PIXEL energy calculations also 
occur in the presence of iodine because of its large size and high polarizability 
and results in small differences in the calculated energies of symmetry 
equivalent molecules, for example, symmetry related contacts E and F at .  
GPa (Table . ) have Coulombic energy terms of − .  and − .  kJ mol− . In these 
cases, the calculated PIXEL energies are averaged to give − .  kJ mol− . 




Table .  Experimental details for the ambient pressure structure, and structures 
immediately below and above the phase transition. For all structures: C H IN, 
Mr = . . Experiments were carried out at  K. H-atom parameters were 
constrained.   CCDC deposition numbers are , , and . 
 
Pressure (GPa) .  .  .  




Monoclinic, I /a Monoclinic, I /a Triclinic, P−  
a, b, c (Å) .  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
α, β, γ (°) , .  ( ),  , .  ( ),  .  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
V (Å ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
Z    
Radiation type Synchrotron, λ = 
.  Å 
Mo Kα Synchrotron, λ = 
.  Å 
µ (mm- ) .  .  .  
Crystal size (mm) .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  
Diffractometer Bruker D  with 
Photon II detector 
Bruker APEX  Bruker D  with 
Photon II detector 
Tmin, Tmax . , .  . , .  . , .  
No. of measured, 
independent and 
 observed [I > σ(I)] 
reflections 
, ,  , ,  , ,  
Rint .  .  .  
(sin θ/λ)max (Å− ) .  .  .  
R[F  > σ(F )], 
wR(F ), S 
. ,  . ,  .  . ,  . ,  .  . ,  . ,  .  
No. of parameters    
No. of restraints    
Δρmax, Δρmin (e Å− ) . , − .  . , − .  . , − .  
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3.2.7. Periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations 
 
Geometry optimisations, vibrational frequency and Raman intensity 
calculations were carried-out using the plane-wave pseudopotential method in 
the CASTEP code  as incorporated in Materials Studio version .  The PBE 
exchange-correlation functional was used with norm-conserving 
pseudopotentials and a basis set cut-off energy of  eV.  Brillouin zone 
integrations were performed with a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid spacing of 
.  Å− .  The starting coordinates were taken from the single-crystal 
diffraction structures at .  and .  GPa and optimised using the Tkatchenko-
Scheffler correction for dispersion (DFT-D).  The cell dimensions were fixed to 
the experimental values, and the space group symmetry was retained.  For 
geometry optimisations the convergence criteria were x −  eV/atom in energy, 
.  eV Å−  for force,  x −  Å for displacement and x −  eV/atom for self-
consistent field convergence. Prior to calculation of the Raman spectra, these 
were tightened to x −  eV/atom, .  eV Å−  and x −  eV/atom, 
respectively.  Frequencies were calculated at the Γ-point only for comparison 
with the experimental Raman spectra. 
 
3.2.8.  Band Structure Calculations 
 
Band structure and projected density of state (pdos) calculations were 
performed using CASTEP (version . ), with the PBE exchange-correlation 
functional. Norm-conserving potentials built into CASTEP and a plane wave 
basis set energy cut-off of  eV were used. For the band structures, k-points 
were sampled along high symmetry paths (U-R-X-Γ-Y-Z) and (Γ-Y-T-Z-Γ) for 
the phases I and II, respectively. Projected densities of states were generated 
from a subsequent band-structure calculation using OptaDOS. -   
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3.2.9. Other Programs Used 
 
OLEX  and MERCURY  were used for data visualisation, and sample 
geometries analysed using PLATON.  Equation-of-state calculations were 
performed by EOSFIT.  MOGUL,  and CONQUEST  were used to survey the 
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).   
 
3.3.  Results & Discussion 
 
3.3.1. Ambient Pressure Structure and the First Coordination 
Sphere 
-iodobenzonitrile crystallises in phase I at ambient conditions from 
dichloromethane or a mixture of methanol and ethanol and at high pressure 
( .  GPa) from methanol-ethanol. The crystal structure of -iodobenzonitrile 
was determined by Schlemper and Britton in ,   and subsequently by 
Desiraju and Harlow in .   The structure has also been compared with 
those of other iodobenzene derivatives by Merz.   The space group is I /a, with 
the four molecules in the unit cell residing on crystallographic two-fold axes.  
The intermolecular contacts are listed in Table . , where contacts are labelled 
A-L in order of energy as calculated by PIXEL.   
Molecules related by unit cell translations along b (molecules G and H in 
Table . ) are linked by I···N halogen bonding interactions into an exactly linear 
chain, with a contact distance of . ( ) Å and a total intermolecular energy of 
− .  kJ mol−  (Figure . (a)).  Note that this is not the strongest interaction in 
the structure.  For comparison, Carlucci and Gavezzotti reported a dimer energy 
of − .  kJ mol−  for the interaction involving the I···N contact (at .  Å) in the 
pyrazine-iodobenzene cocrystal.     
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The Raman spectra of -iodobenzonitrile are shown as a function of 
pressure in Figure .  with an expansion of the lattice mode region at ambient 
pressure in Figure .  (a), where the experimentally measured spectra are in 
black with the positions and intensities of the modes calculated by periodic DFT 
in red.  The DFT frequencies, which are unscaled, reproduce the experimental 
values within  cm− , while the intensities are less reliably reproduced, as is 
usual.  The DFT results indicate that the strong bands at  cm−  and below are 
whole-molecule rocking motions.  The calculations also indicate that there are 
three Raman active modes at  (intensity  Å  amu− ),  ( ) and  ( ) 
cm− , which agrees with the three observed modes at ,  and  cm− ). Of 
these, the central band is the symmetric I···N stretching mode, which has Ag 
symmetry in the C h point group of the crystal lattice; the other two modes have 
Bg symmetry.  In the primitive setting of the unit cell there are two unique I···N 
bonds and the corresponding anti-symmetric mode is only infra-red active (calc. 
 cm− , Au symmetry).  
 
Figure .  (a) ORTEP style plot of -iodobenzonitrile and the numbering 
scheme used in this study. The atom numbering scheme in phase II is the same 
as that of phase I but the symmetry generated C  and C  become C  and C , 
respectively. Ellipsoids are drawn at the  % probability level. (b) Molecular 
chains formed along b surrounded by six neighbouring chains. 




Each halogen-bonded chain in the crystal structure is surrounded by six 
others, with offset π···π stacking and other dispersion-based interactions 
between them which range in energy from − .  to − .  kJ mol− , Figure .  (b).  
The shortest contacts between the chains are between C H ···I  and C H ···N  
Figure .  Comparison of the lattice phonon regions in the Raman spectrum 
of -iodobenzobitrile. (a) Phase I at ca. ambient pressure. Black: measured 
at .  GPa in a diamond anvil cell, red: calculated form the ambient-
pressure crystal structure by periodic DFT. (b) Phase II at ca .  GPa. Black: 
measured at .  GPa, red: calculated from the crystal structure at .  GPa.
Figure .  Raman spectra collected on compression of -
iodobenzonitrile over the entire spectral range studied. Phase I 
spectra are shown in black, and phase II spectra in red. 
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at ca. .  Å in molecules A to F which have total molecule-molecule energies of 
− .  and − .  kJ mol− . Contacts to molecules I and J involve longer C H ···I 
interactions at .  Å and have energies of − .  kJ mol− . The longest contacts 
are formed in offset π···π stacking interactions, at . ( ) Å in molecules K and 
L, with total molecular interaction energies of − .  kJ mol− .  
Overall the first coordination sphere contains  molecules which can be 
grouped into four pairs and one quartet of symmetry related interactions, to 
give rise to five unique dimer pairs.  The arrangement of the molecules in the 
first coordination sphere is referred to as its underlying topology and in phase I 
can be approximated to be like cubic close packing i.e. a molecular coordination 
number of  with ABC layers. The central reference molecule is surrounded by 
six others forming a layer with three molecules above and three below (Figure 
. (a)). 
  
Figure .  First coordination spheres of (a) Phase I at .  GPa, which has a 
molecular coordination number (MCN) =  and approximately CCP topology. (b)
Phase II at .  GPa, which has MCN= , consistent with a body centred cubic 
topology. Both phases feature an ABC layering sequence in the vertical direction. 
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3.3.2. Response of Phase I to Pressure 
The energies of the five unique dimers observed between ambient pressure and 
.  GPa are plotted as a function of centroid separation in Figure . , which 
also shows the structure of each dimer.  Dimer energies are listed in Table .  
and Table . . There is a pronounced response to pressure in terms of total 
interaction energies in pairs E and F (ΔE= + .  kJ mol− ); G and H 
(ΔE= + .  kJ mol− ); and, K and L (ΔE= + .  kJ mol− ).  
The least sensitive of these involve the I···N interactions to molecules G 
and H. The I···N contact shortens from . ( ) to . ( ) Å between ambient 
pressure and  GPa (Figure .  (a)).  The Coulombic energy is the largest term 
in these contacts and the overall molecular interaction remains slightly 
stabilising at .  GPa with a total energy of − .  kJ mol− .  The frequency of the 
symmetric C-I/I···N stretch increases with pressure, a reflection of the stiffening 
of intermolecular potentials as the molecules are pushed into closer proximity, 
reaching a value of .  cm−  at .  GPa (the highest-pressure Raman 
measurement in phase I). 
The contact which is most sensitive to pressure is with molecules K and 
L which interact via π···π interactions which shorten from . ( ) to 
. ( ) Å (Figure . (b)). The overall interaction energy becomes quite 
destabilising at .  GPa as the molecules are forced into a strongly repulsive 
regime (total interaction energy = + .  kJ mol− ).  
Of the remaining interactions, E and F which involve CH···N interactions 
which shorten from .  to .  Å, are also quite sensitive to pressure. 
Dispersion is the largest energy term in these contacts, but the Coulombic 
contribution is also significant.  Interaction energies in contacts A to D; and I 
and J, are characterised by CH···I interactions and hardly change with pressure 
at all. C H ···I  interactions shorten from .  to .  Å and C H ···I  
interactions shorten from .  to .  Å to .  GPa, and the total energies 
change by only − .  kJ mol−  and + .  kJ mol− , respectively.  Molecules A to D, 
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characterised by C H ···I  interactions, are the only contacts seen to 
strengthen, albeit slightly. 
The structural response to pressure thus favours compression of the 
weaker π···π interactions over the I···N halogen bond. The distinction is reflected 
in the changes in the unit cell dimensions. 
  




Figure .  Graph of total interaction energy for the five most 
energetically significant dimers in -iodobenzonitrile phase I as a 
function of molecular centroid separation. The dimers shown are those 
of the ambient pressure structure. The atom contacts involved in each 
interaction in phase I are given in Tables .  and . . 










Distance (Å) Symmetry    Coulombic Polarization Dispersion Repulsion Total Contacts 
                    
A .  − / +x, / +y,− / +z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .  I ···H C  = .  Å 
B    / +x,− / +y, / +z                
C   − / +x,− / +y,− / +z               
D    / +x, / +y, / +z                
                    
E .   / −x, / −y, / −z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .   x long N ···H C  = 
F    / −x, / −y, / −z              x .  Å 
                    
G .   x,− +y,z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .  I ···N  = . ( ) Å 
H    x, +y,z               
                    
I .   / −x, / −y, / −z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .   x long I ···H C  = 
J    / −x, / −y, / −z              x .  Å 
                    
K .   −x, −y, −z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .  Cg···Cg = . ( ) Å 
L    −x, −y, −z               
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Table .  PIXEL calculated dimer interaction energies of the phase I polymorph at .  GPa, immediately below the phase transition. All energies 




Distance (Å) Symmetry    Coulombic Polarization  Dispersion Repulsion Total Contacts 
                    
A .  − / +x, / +y, − / +z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .  I ···H  = .  Å &  
B   / +x, − / +y, / +z             N ···H  = .  Å 
C   − / +x, − / +y, − / +z               
D   / +x, / +y, / +z               
                    
E .  / −x, / −y, / −z   − .  − .  − .  .  .  
 x long N ···H C  = 
 x .  Å 
F   / −x, / −y, / −z             
 x N ···H C  =  x 
.  Å 
                    
G .  x, − +y,z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .  I ···N  = . ( ) Å 
H   x, +y,z               
                    
I .  / −x, / −y, / −z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .  
 x I ···H C  =  x 
.  Å 
J   / −x, / −y, / −z               
                    
K .   −x, −y, −z   − .  − .  − .  .  .  Cg···Cg = . ( ) Å 
L   −x, −y −z               
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Table .  PIXEL calculated dimer energies of the phase II polymorph at .  GPa, immediately above the phase transition. All energies are in kJ 
mol− . 
 
  Label 
Centroid 
Distance (Å) Symmetry  Coulombic Polarization Dispersion Repulsion Total Contacts 
                  
A .  x,y, +z      − .  − .  − .  .  − .  I ···H  = .  Å &  
B   x,y,− +z               N ···H  = .  Å 
                  
C .  − +x,y,z     − .  − .  − .  .  .  I ···H C /H C  = . / .  Å & 
D   +x,y,z                H ···H  = .  Å 
                  
                  
E .  −x, −y, −z − .  − .  − .  .  − .   x N ···H  =  x .  Å & 
                H ···H  =  x .  Å 
                  
F .  −x,−y, −z   − .  − .  − .  .  − .   x N ···H  =  x .  Å 
                 
                  
G .  − +x,y,− +z  − .  − .  − .  .  − .  I ···N  = . ( ) Å 
H   +x,y, +z                
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Table .  Continued PIXEL calculated dimer energies of the phase II polymorph at .  GPa, immediately above the phase transition. All energies 




  Label Centroid Distance (Å) Symmetry  Coulombic Polarization Dispersion Repulsion Total Contacts 
         
I .  −x, −y,−z  − .  − .  − .  .  − .   x I ···H  =  x .  Å 
                  
J .  −x,−y,−z    − .  −  − .  .  − .   x I ···H  =  x .  Å 
                  
K .  −x, −y,−z   − .  − .  − .  .  .   x I ···Cg = . ( ) Å 
                  
L .  −x,−y, −z   − .  − .  − .  .  .  Cg···Cg = . ( ) Å &  
                I ···N  = . ( ) Å 
                  
M .  −x, −y, −z  − .  − .  − .  .  − .  long N ···N  = . ( ) Å 
                  
N .  −x,−y,−z    − .  − .  − .  .  − .  long I ···I  = . ( ) Å 
         
                  





3.3.3.  Unit Cell Compression 
The π···π offset stacking interactions (molecules K and L), which show the 
largest decrease in distance with pressure, are expressed along the a− and 
c−axes, which compress by .  and .  % up to .  GPa. The least compressible 
interactions (I···N) are generated by lattice translations along b, and this axis 
compresses by only .  % (Figure . (a)). A fit of the variation of unit cell 
volume of phase I with pressure to a third order Birch-Murnaghan equation of 
state (EOS) is given in Figure . (b) and yields a bulk modulus K  = . ( ) GPa, 
with a pressure derivative K’ = . ( ).  
Figure .  (a) Change in the axial I···N distance relating to contacts G and H as 
a function of pressure. Circles represent ex-situ data and squares represent in-
situ data. The contacts remain related by symmetry in both phases. (b) The 
change in π···π stacking distances between the layers in contacts K and L as a 
function of pressure. Circles represent ex-situ collected data and squares in-situ
collected data. K (blue) and L (purple) contacts split into two symmetry 
independent contacts in phase II.  
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A small bulk modulus (<  GPa) is typical of soft materials where 
dispersion forces dominate intermolecular interactions e.g. tolazamide I, . ( ) 
GPa,  and aniline II, . ( ) GPa,  but can be higher if additional intermolecular 
interactions such as strong H−bonding are present, e.g. hydroquinone-formic 




Figure .  (a) Plot of unit cell parameters as a function of pressure. Ex situ crystal 
data are shown as circles and in situ crystal data are shown as squares 
(b) Molecular volume of all phase I data, black circles, fitted to a rd order 
Birch-Murnaghan EOS and extrapolated to .  GPa (red-dashed line). Phase II 
data are shown as red triangles. Error bars are obscured by data markers and the 
phase boundary is indicated by a dashed line in both figures. 
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3.3.4. Formation of Phase II  
Phase I transforms to a new high-pressure polymorph (phase II) at .  GPa, with 
sharp discontinuities in the unit cell dimensions (Figure . ). Phase II is 
triclinic (P− ) with two molecules in the unit cell.  The phase transition from 
phase I to II tended to lead to fragmentation of a single crystal of phase I.  After 
some experimentation (see Section . ) a well-diffracting single crystal of phase 
II was obtained by in situ crystal growth in methanol-ethanol, followed by a 
rapid increase in pressure to .  GPa; the structure of phase II was solved from 
this data set. This solution was used to model the data obtained from a 
fragmented crystal at .  GPa.  
The phase transition causes the crystal to darken in colour 
(Figure . (a)), accompanied by a marked decrease in resistance (Figure . ).  
However, the UV-visible spectra shown in Figure .  indicate neither a 
considerable redshift of the absorption edge nor any new absorbance features 
between  and  nm up to  GPa. The only changes occur in the 
background, which is related to the presence of light scattering by the sample. 
The creation of crystal domains, usual in reconstructive first order phase 
transitions involving anisotropic structures, gives rise to multiple scattering 
with the walls of the domains resulting in a clear darkening of the sample. 
Therefore, the sample darkening is not related to a change in band structure, 
but rather to formation of very small domains as the crystal passes through the 
phase transition. The change in microstructure reduces the transmittance of the 
sample by two orders of magnitude (Figure . ).  
This conclusion is supported by the band structures of -
iodobenzonitrile at , .  and .  GPa, shown in Figure . . It is evident that 
each of the phases is an insulator, with calculated thermal bandgaps of .  eV 
at  GPa, reducing to .  eV at .  GPa. These values will be underestimated 
compared to the true bandgap owing to the use of the PBE functional. Overall, 
the band structures show relatively flat bands, demonstrating that there is little 
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dispersion in the crystal and that the bands can be viewed as molecular orbitals. 
The projected densities of states illustrate this, showing that each atomic species 
is responsible for the makeup of the bands. Interestingly, upon increasing 
pressure, the contribution of iodine to the HOMO band is markedly increased. 
 
Figure .  On the left: UV-Vis absorption spectra of -iodobenzonitrile as a 
function of pressure. On the right: Images of the hydrostatic chamber with the 
sample and ruby spheres. The crystal does not fully recover after pressure release.
Figure .  Resistance of polycrystalline -
iodobenzonitrile as a function of pressure. A drop from 
 to x  Ω occurs at the phase transition. The 
precipitous drop beyond  GPa comes from 
interference from the gasket. 





Figure .  Band structure and electronic density of states of -iodobenzonitrile at (a)  GPa, (b) .  GPa and (c) .  GPa. The density of states 
are shown projected onto their atomic species where hydrogen – black, carbon – red, nitrogen – green and iodine – blue. 
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The clearest effect of the phase I  II transition on the Raman spectra 
(Figure . ) is an increase in intensity in the bands above  cm−  that 
correspond to a mixture of CC stretches and CCH bends in the phenyl 
group.  The results of the DFT calculations indicate that a doubling of the 
intensity in this region would be expected, and the larger enhancement seen in 
the spectra in Figure .  may additionally reflect the influence of sample 
orientation. The changes below  cm−  are more dramatic, with the whole-
molecule rocking region now extending beyond  cm−  (Figure . ).  Three 
modes persist in the  cm−  region, now all of the same symmetry (Ag).   The 
calculated frequency values,  cm−  (intensity  Å  amu− ),  ( ) and  
( ) agree within  cm−  with the observed positions at ,  and  cm− .   
Animations of the modes indicate that the C-I/I···N stretch remains localised in 
the first, and strongest, of these bands.  The other two modes are in- and out- 
of plane oscillations which cause bending at the I···N interaction.  
 
3.3.5. The Crystal Structure of Phase II 
Restraints were applied to the intramolecular bond distances and angles, and so 
it is not possible to determine if there are major changes in these parameters 
with pressure.  This said, the nitrile group appears to be quite non-linear at 
.  GPa with <C −C −N  = ( )°.   The non-linearity persisted when the 
structure of phase II was optimised by periodic DFT, with a magnitude which is 
smaller ( . °) and more similar to the value ( )° obtained at .  GPa.  It is 
possible that the larger experimental value at .  GPa is a consequence of the 
relatively low data quality obtained from the fragmented sample (R  = .  %). 
Phase II exhibits the same four classes of short contact found in phase I 
(π···π, CH···I, CH···N and I···N) as well as some additional I···π and H···H 
contacts.  The energetically most significant dimer interactions in are shown in 
Figure . , with energies listed in Table . .  The contacts in Table .  are 
labelled so that molecule A in phase II occupies a similar position in the first 
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coordination sphere as molecule A in phase I etc.  The contact labels in the two 
phases can thus be correlated directly (Figure . ).   
Figure .  The most energetically significant dimers in the phase II 
structure of -iodobenzonitrile at .  GPa. 
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Like phase I, the structure of phase II consists of chains of molecules 
which interact via I···N interactions (G and H).  The chains are no longer strictly 
linear [<C I ···N  = . ( )°] and the I···N distance increases over the course of 
the transition from . ( ) Å in phase I at .  GPa to . ( ) Å in phase II at 
.  GPa.  Even at .  GPa the distance is . ( ) Å (Figure . (a)).  The energy 
of the interaction does not change by much: − .  kJ mol−  in phase I at .  GPa 
and − .  kJ mol−  in phase II at .  GPa, figures which are lower than in a range 
of ambient-pressure structures with differing σ−hole strengths studied by 
Gavezzotti and Carlucci in which the I···N distances varied between .  and 
.  Å and the energies from − .  to − .  kJ mol− .   Consistent with the 
modest strengthening, the frequency of the I···N stretching mode is similar but 
slightly higher than at .  GPa (  versus  cm− ). 
Each chain is surrounded by six other chains (like in phase I cf. Figure 
. ).  The four equivalent inter-chain interactions of phase I labelled A-D and 
mediated by short I···H and N···H contacts split in phase II into two pairs of 
contacts. The A/B pair is similar to phase I, but C and D become off-set stacking 
interactions with a shorter centroid-centroid distance and a slightly 
destabilising energy.  The pair of antiparallel off-set stacking interactions E/F in 
phase I split into two inequivalent contacts in phase II. Contact E is similar to 
that in phase I, but interaction F becomes longer and more coplanar. The change 
in contact F is partly responsible for driving the phase transition (see below).  
The degenerate pair of contacts I and J in phase I split into symmetry 
inequivalent interactions in phase II, but their character and energies are largely 
unaffected. The pair of antiparallel stacking contacts K/L in phase I, which 
become strongly destabilising in phase I at .  GPa, split into two stacking 
interactions (Figure . (b)).  In contact K the C–I bond of one molecule moves 
above the phenyl ring of the other, with the slippage between the rings changing 
from .  to .  Å.  The stacking distance increases from . ( ) to 
. ( ) Å, and the energy becomes less positive.  In L the slippage is slightly 
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smaller ( .  Å) with an unchanged stacking distance of . ( ) Å and the 
interaction becomes more destabilising.  
Two new long contacts where the shortest distances are formed between 
pairs of iodine and nitrogen atoms also emerge as two additional molecules (M 
and N) enter the first coordination sphere.  The interactions are long [N ···N  = 
. ( ) Å in M and I ···I  = . ( ) Å in N] and the energies are small but 
stabilising. The first coordination sphere in phase II thus contains fourteen 
molecules.   It is like that of Phase I, with a central six molecule layer but now 
with four molecules above and four molecules below the central layer instead of 
three, resulting in a change of the underlying topology from pseudo cubic close 
packed in phase I to body centred cubic in phase II (Figure . (b)). 
 
3.3.6. The Driving Force of the Phase I-to-II Transition 
The orientation matrices for the diffraction patterns obtained before and after 
the transition yield the following relationship between the basis vectors of 





The patterns were measured at different pressures ( .  and .  GPa), but the 
elements of this matrix are rather far from rational fractions, meaning that there 
is not a simple symmetrical relationship between the phases. This is further 
evidence that the phase transition is first order and reconstructive, supporting 
the conclusions made in Section . . .   
The extrapolated molecular volume of phase I at .  GPa is . ( ) Å³.  
The observed value of the molecular volume at .  GPa is the same, within error, 
at . ( ) Å³. The negligible change in molecular volume at the phase transition 
is significant because it indicates that, unlike most high-pressure phase 
transitions, the dominating thermodynamic factor is not volume minimisation.  
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The volume in phase II at .  GPa appears to lie on the same trendline as those 
in phase I, but with only two data points available it is not possible to determine 
an equation of state for phase II. 
In order to identify the likely ‘driving force’ of the phase transition the 
intermolecular interaction energies in phase I were calculated using a structure 
in which the unit cell dimensions of phase I were extrapolated to .  GPa using 
third-order Birch-Murnaghan equations of state (EoSFIT).  The estimated cell 
dimensions were a = .  Å, b = .  Å, c = .  Å and β = . °. The 
structure was optimised by periodic DFT, and intermolecular energies 
calculated using PIXEL. Intermolecular energies were likewise calculated 
following optimisation of the experimentally determined phase II structure at 
the same pressure.  The lattice energy of phase I was + .  kJ mol−  and that of 
phase II − .  kJ mol− , reproducing the expected energetic ordering of phases I 
and II at the phase transition.  The difference in DFT energies was − .  kJ mol− . 
A comparison of contact energies within the first coordination sphere 
(Table . ; a more detailed listing is available in the ESI, Table S . ) shows that 
overall the contacts in phase II are more stabilising by .  kJ mol− .  The largest 
stabilising changes over the course of the I to II transition occur for the contacts 
F and K. In both cases the stabilising components of the molecule-molecule 
energies become less negative, but at the same time the repulsion terms also 
become less positive (a full breakdown given in Table S .  in the ESI).  Both 
effects can be traced to the larger centroid-centroid separations for the contacts 
in phase II, contact F changing from .  to .  Å and K from .  to .  Å.   
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Table .  Comparison of energies within the first coordination spheres in phases I and 
II at .  GPa.  Energies are in kJ mol−  and distances are in Å. Both structures were 













Both contacts F and K are destabilising in phase I at .  GPa.  After the 
transition F becomes stabilising, while K remains destabilising but less so than 
in phase I.  The transition can thus be described as being driven by relief of 




Phase I at .  GPa  
 







A .  − .  A .  − .  .  
B .  − .  B .  − .  .  
C .  − .  C .  .  .  
D .  − .  D .  .  .  
E .  .  E .  − .  − .  
F .  .  F .  − .  − .  
G .  − .  G .  − .  − .  
H .  − .  H .  − .  − .  
I .  − .  I .  − .  − .  
J .  − .  J .  − .  .  
K .  .  K .  .  − .  
L .  .  L .  .  .  
      M .  − .  − .  
      N .  − .  − .  
Totals   .      − .  − .  
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3.4.  Conclusions 
Taylor has compared the frequency of occurrence of intermolecular contacts in 
crystal structures to the frequency expected if determined solely by the exposed 
surface areas of atoms.   Highly preferred interactions occur much more often 
than would be expected on the basis of random packing arrangements, an effect 
which can be quantified with a metric RF which adopts a value of >  if 
interactions are formed more frequently than would be expected by chance.  
Hydrogen bonds have the highest values of RF, occupying  out of the top  
highest-ranked interactions, for example H-bonds to Br−, oxygen and sulfur are 
. , .  and . , respectively.  The I···N halogen bond, for which RF = . , is the 
only non-hydrogen bond to occur in Taylor’s Top Ten, with a similar frequency 
to H-bonds involving oxygen and nitrogen. 
-Iodobenzonitrile is ideal for studying the mechanical properties of this, 
the most consistently-formed, halogen bond because it forms crystals in which 
I···N bonds are exactly aligned with the b-axis of its monoclinic unit cell.  
Symmetry, in the form of Neumann’s Principle, demands that this direction 
must be one of the principal directions of anisotropic strain, so that comparing 
compression along b with that along a and c enables the response to pressure 
of the I···N halogen bond to be compared directly to that of interactions 
mediated by other common classes of interaction such as π-stacking and CH···N 
and CH···I contacts.  The gradients of the lines in the ‘phase I’ panel of Figure 
. (a) graphically illustrate the low compressibility of the I···N bonds compared 
to the other contacts in the crystal structure. 
Even though the I···N interaction is the least compressible interaction, 
that does not mean that it is the strongest.  PIXEL calculations show that 
molecule-molecule energy within the halogen-bonded chains is essentially the 
same as in the more compressible contacts (Table . ).  The response of 
different contacts to pressure measures their deformability rather than their 
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strength (i.e. energy), characterising the shape of an intermolecular potential 
rather than its depth.  Deep wells are not necessarily steep wells.  
PIXEL calculations show that the Coulombic contribution to the I···N 
interaction is twice that of the dispersion term, and that this weighting increases 
with pressure.   Dispersion is the largest term in the other contacts, but here 
too, the contribution of electrostatics increases with pressure.  Interactions 
which are dominated by dispersion are often found to be deformable because 
dispersion imposes no directional restrictions, whereas there is usually a distinct 
orientational preference in electrostatic interactions, the linear geometry of the 
halogen bonding studied here, for example, being dictated by the spatial 
characteristics of the lone pair on N and σ-hole on I.  However, the halogen 
bond remains linear up to  GPa and its incompressibility may simply reflect 
that at ambient pressure the I···N distance is already .  Å within the sum of 
the van der Waals radii of I and N, a figure which rises to .  Å at  GPa.  There 
is thus less ‘room for manoeuvre’ than in the other interactions for which the 
minimum figure is .  Å even at  GPa.   
The I···N interaction remains stabilising (just) throughout the pressure 
range of this study. The same is not true of the N···H and π-stacking interactions, 
which have become destabilising at  GPa.  On increase of pressure to .  GPa 
the monoclinic phase -iodobenzonitrile undergoes a phase transition to a 
triclinic phase. The I···N-linked chains become less linear, but the PIXEL 
calculations show that the transition is driven by relief of the destabilising N···H 
and π-stacking interactions.  The reduction in molecular volume which must 
occur at the transition is within the precision of our measurements, the 
apparent small increase is just statistical noise.  Unlike most other high-pressure 
phase transitions the one in -iodobenzonitrile thus appears to be driven by the 
contribution of the intermolecular interactions to the free energy rather than 
the PΔV term. 
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4.1.  Introduction 
Pyridine (C H N) is one of the simplest organic compounds, but its crystal 
structure at ambient pressure (phase I, Pna ), determined by Mootz & 
Wussow,  is unusually complicated, with four molecules in the asymmetric unit 
(Z’ = ).   A further unusual feature is that it exhibits isotopic polymorphism. -  
Phase I is the thermodynamically stable form of isotopically normal pyridine 
(pyridine-h ) between the melting point (  K) and  K, and it can be cooled or 
heated within this range of temperature without undergoing any phase 
transitions.  The same phase is formed by pyridine-d  on cooling the liquid 
below the melting point, and the phase can also be cooled to  K. However, on 
warming from  K the structure transforms to the simpler phase II (P , Z’ = 
) at  K.  This phase can also be cooled to  K, but on warming above  K it 
transforms back to phase I.  These observations, combined with calorimetry 
data, indicate that the thermodynamically stable form of pyridine-d  below  
K is phase II.  When phase I persists below this temperature it is metastable, the 
result of the sluggishness of the I-II transition. 
Phase II has never been observed for pyridine-h  at ambient pressure, but 
because it has a smaller molecular volume than phase I, it can be formed at high 
pressure.   We have shown that crystal growth of pyridine-h  yields phase I at 
.  and .  GPa, but phase II at .  GPa.  In these experiments, single crystals 
of pyridine were grown by first compressing the liquid into a polycrystalline 
mass at the desired pressure using a diamond anvil cell (DAC). The sample was 
then heated to melt-back the sample to a single crystallite, which was then 
allowed to grow as the cell cooled back to room temperature (RT).    These 
conditions are, at least approximately, isochoric, i.e. pressure is constant during 
crystal growth.  
By contrast, Podsiadło, Jakobek & Katrusiak obtained phase I at .  GPa 
by high pressure isothermal crystal growth.   In these experiments, a stable 
crystal-liquid equilibrium was established at .  GPa and  K. The crystal 
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was then allowed to grow by carefully increasing the pressure, but holding the 
temperature constant at  K.  The sample was found to undergo a phase 
transition on increasing the pressure to .  GPa which destroyed the integrity 
of the single crystal. 
The apparent difference between our and Podsiadło’s pressure 
conditions is quite small in the context of the precision of the pressure 
measurements, typically .  GPa, but the difference in the phases obtained is 
presumably a reflection of the isochoric versus isothermal crystal growth 
conditions.  The crystal formed at .  GPa in the isothermal experiment would 
have been phase I. Its persistence to .  GPa is likely to be the result of the 
sluggishness of the phase I to II transition, which is referred to by Podsiadło, 
and also seen in the low temperature behaviour of pyridine-d  where phase I can 
be supercooled below the I-II transition temperature.   
The discoveries of isotopic polymorphism of pyridine at ambient 
pressure and formation of high-pressure phases of pyridine were first made 
using vibrational spectroscopy,  and the response of pyridine to high pressure 
has been the subject of a number of more recent infra-red and Raman studies. 
However, the overall picture that has emerged from these studies is a somewhat 
confusing one partly because of inconsistent phase numbering.   
In their original high-pressure Raman study Heyns & Venter  obtained a 
phase which they referred to as ‘phase I’ for both the h  and d  isotopologues at 
ca.  GPa.  On increasing the pressure they observed discontinuities in the trend 
of band frequencies versus pressure and the appearance of one new band in 
pyridine-h  and two in pyridine-d  which were taken to indicate that this phase 
transforms to a ‘phase II’ at  GPa.   
Heyns and Venter argued that the spectra they obtained for their ‘phase 
I’ were too simple to be compatible with the Z’ = , Pna  crystal structure of 
pyridine which had been determined by Mootz & Wussow  a few years 
previously. They do not assign a number to Mootz’s Z’ =  phase, and they do 
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not claim that any of their spectra are consistent with it.  In short, Heyns and 
Venter’s paper mentions three crystalline phases: a low-temperature/ambient 
pressure form, another forming on crystallisation at  GPa which transforms to 
a third phase just below  GPa. They also mention a glassy form, which is 
characterised by broader Raman peaks.  It seems likely that Heyns and Venter’s 
‘phase I’ was what is referred to as ‘phase II’ in the crystallographic work 
described above, meaning that their ‘phase II’ is a higher pressure form whose 
crystal structure has yet to be determined.  
In a later study, Fanetti, Citroni & Bini  describe an investigation of 
pyridine to  GPa, showing that above  GPa the compound begins to undergo 
a rearrangement of the primary covalent bonds in which the carbon atoms 
become sp  hybridised.  The same behaviour was noted by Zhuravlev and co-
workers  above  GPa.  At lower pressures, the phase they reproducibly 
obtained at between .  and .  GPa, which they label ‘phase II’, could be 
compressed up to  GPa.  Careful peak deconvolution enabled frequencies and 
intensities to be extracted for  out of  external modes. The smooth trends 
in the frequencies of these modes with pressure do not support the phase 
transitions that had been proposed at ,  and  GPa in Zhuravlev ’s study.   
On decompression to around  GPa  Fanetti  found that ‘phase II’ 
transformed to ‘phase I’. However, although they define phases I and II to be the 
same as in the crystallographic work, they also say that the phases they studied 
had Raman spectra which closely resemble those of Heyns and Venter.  
Therefore it seems the phases they were in fact studying must have been the two 
high-pressure forms of Heyns and Venter, i.e. the crystallographers’ phase II and 
the structurally uncharacterised form.  
We now describe the crystal structure of a second high-pressure form of 
pyridine, which we, and hopefully everyone else, will refer to as phase III.  We 
go on to show that this phase was the one obtained along with phase II in the 
high-pressure Raman studies summarised above.  
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4.2.  Experimental 
4.2.1. Pyridine-h5-III: Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffraction at 1.69 GPa 
Pyridine-h  (≥ %, Sigma Aldrich, used a received) was loaded into a Merrill-
Bassett DAC  along with a ruby sphere.  The cell contained .  mm Boehler-
Almax cut diamonds  and a pre-indented rhenium gasket with a laser-drilled 
hole of diameter .  mm and height .  mm. Pressures were determined by 
the ruby fluorescence method.  
Phase III was obtained by isochoric in-situ crystallisation. The DAC was 
pressurised to .  GPa forming a polycrystalline solid. The cell was then heated 
using a hot plate to ca.  K and slowly cooled to room temperature. This 
process was repeated until only large single crystals filling the sample chamber 
remained (Figure . ). The crystal used for data collection, marked domain  in 
Figure . (a), accounted for about half of the sample volume and was collected 
at a pressure of .  GPa after the pressure of the cell equilibrated. 
 
Pyridine III can also be grown from methanol. The solution used for 
crystallisation consisted of a :  molar ratio of pyridine (  ml) and methanol 
(  ml). A drop of this solution was placed in a DAC, and crystals were found to 
form on standing at room temperature and .  GPa over the course of two days.  
The crystals were melted back to one seed at  K and the temperature then 
Figure .   Images of the in-situ single crystals: a) phase III at .  GPa; and b) phase 
II .  GPa. The diameter of the gasket hole is  μm in (a) and  μm in (b). 
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reduced to  K at a rate of  K min−  to initiate crystal growth. The 
temperature was then decreased to room temperature at a rate of .  K min− .  
The heating and cooling cycles were accomplished using a Cambridge Reactor 
Design Polar Bear heater that had been adapted to accommodate a Merrill-
Bassett DAC.   
 
4.2.2. Pyridine-h5-II: Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffraction at 1.09 GPa 
Pyridine-h  was loaded into a Merrill-Bassett DAC as described in Section . . . 
The cell design was similar, except that the gasket hole (diameter .  mm) was 
formed by spark-erosion.  The cavity height was .  mm.  The sample solidified 
spontaneously into large single crystal domains on application of a pressure of 
.  GPa at  K.  X-ray diffraction data were collected on domain  shown in 
Figure . (b).  
 
4.2.3. Data Collection, Processing and Structure Refinement 
High-pressure single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were collected at  K on 
Beamline . .  at the Advanced Light Source on a custom-built diffractometer 
with silicon ( ) monochromated synchrotron radiation, wavelength .  Å 
(E =  keV) and a Perkin Elmer amorphous silicon detector.  Shutterless ϕ-
scans were performed at narrow step widths of . ° and wide step widths of ° 
in order to minimise overloads and optimize the number of reflections collected 
across the dynamic range of the detector. The incident beam spot size was 
 μm² and was used to probe area  in Figure . (a) and area  in Figure . (b). 
Beamline calibrations were performed using a NIST single crystal ruby standard 
prior to high-pressure experiments. 
Data were processed using the Bruker Apex suite of programs. Dynamic 
masks, generated by ECLIPSE,  were used to mask shaded areas of the detector 
and peaks integrated to .  Å using SAINT.  Systematic errors, including 
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scaling, cell and sample absorption and gasket shading were treated using the 
multi-scan procedure SADABS.  Structures were solved using dual-space 
methods (SHELXT)  and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F  (SHELXL)  
using the OLEX  graphical user interface.   The C and N atoms were modelled 
with anisotropic displacement parameters. H atoms were located in Fourier 
difference maps, enabling the nitrogen atoms to be identified unambiguously, 
and constrained to geometrically reasonable positions during subsequent 
refinement. However, the Flack parameter  could not be reliably determined 
due to low completeness of the high-pressure diffraction experiments and the 
very small dispersion effects at the X-ray energy used for data collection.  Full 
molecule geometries were checked using MOGUL  and structures were 
visualised using MERCURY,  DIAMOND  and XP ; application of geometric 
restraints was found to be unnecessary. Crystal and refinement data are listed 
in Table . . Crystallographic Information Files (CIF) are available in the 
electronic supporting information (ESI). 
 
4.2.4. Raman Spectroscopy  
High-pressure Raman spectra were collected on the same samples as used for 
the single crystal data collections of pyridine-h  phases II and III using a Horiba 
LabRAM HR Evolution Raman Spectrometer equipped with a CCD detector. 
Raman spectra were measured using a  nm excitation laser, with  lines 
mm−  grating and a spectrometer focal length of  mm. Spectra were collected 
between  and  cm− , with a resolution of  cm− . Raman spectra were 
collected from a ca.  micron spot size on static pressure samples at  K. 
Spectra extracted from the literature were analysed using GetData Graph 
Digitizer. v . . 
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4.2.5. Decompression of Pyridine III Studied by Raman 
Spectroscopy 
A single crystal of pyridine III was grown in situ at .  GPa from a methanol 
solution and its Raman spectra collected at room temperature as the sample was 
decompressed to . , . , . , .  and .  GPa. Measurements were 
performed using a Princeton Instruments Spectra Pro i Raman 
spectrometer, capable of measuring low range frequencies. Raman spectra were 
collected between  and  cm− , using a .  nm excitation laser, with power, 
 mV and a  grooves mm−  grating.  
 
4.2.6. Equation of State Determinations by Neutron Powder 
Diffraction 
A sample of pyridine-d  was loaded into a null-scattering TiZr capsule together 
with a :  by volume mixture of CaF  and powdered silica.  Pressure was applied 
at ambient temperature using a type V b Paris-Edinburgh (P-E) press -  in 
which the ram pressure was monitored and adjusted by means of a computer-
controlled hydraulic system. The experiment was carried out on the PEARL 
instrument at the ISIS neutron spallation facility.  Pyridine is prone to texture 
effects, and the silica powder was included with the sample with the aim of 
minimising these.  A phase pure sample of pyridine II was obtained by forming 
an amorphous solid at .  GPa and then reducing the pressure to . ( ) GPa. 
Further neutron powder diffraction data sets were collected at pressures of 
. ( ), . ( ), . ( ), . ( ) and . ( ) GPa. The pattern was much weaker 
for the last two points, possibly because of the onset of partial amorphisation. 
The load was reduced and further patterns collected at . ( ) and . ( ) GPa, 
the original intensity of the pattern was re-established at the second of these 
points. Reduction of the pressure to . ( ) GPa produced a mixture of phases 
I and II, becoming pure phase I at . ( ) GPa. The contributions of the pyridine 
phases to the patterns obtained were modelled with the Pawley method, while 
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those of CaF  and the WC and Ni components of the anvils were modelled with 
the Rietveld method (TOPAS-Academic).  The refinements yielded unit cell 
volumes of CaF , which were used to determine the pressures quoted above by 
applying a third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state with values for the 
bulk modulus (K ) and its pressure derivative (K’) of .  GPa and . , 
respectively.   
A sample consisting of pyridine-d  (CDN Isotopes), a small quantity of 
ground silica wool and a pellet of lead as a pressure marker were loaded into a 
TiZr capsule and pressure applied as described above on the POLARIS 
instrument at ISIS. A pattern of phase III was observed at . ( ) GPa. Patterns 
were then measured at . ( ), . ( ), . ( ) and . ( ) GPa. The 
sample was decompressed, with further patterns measured at . ( ) and 
. ( ) GPa. A pattern collected at . ( ) GPa was a mixture of phases II 
and III. Data processing was as described above, the K  and K’ for Pb were taken 
to be .  GPa and . .  
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Table .  Crystal and refinement data. For all structures: C H N, Mr = . , Z = . 
Experiments were carried out at  K with synchrotron radiation, λ= .  Å using 
a Perkin-Elmer a-Si Detector. H-atom parameters were constrained. 
 
 Pyridine II at .  GPa Pyridine III at .  GPa 
Crystal data 
Crystal system, space 
group 
Orthorhombic, P  Tetragonal, P  
a, b, c (Å) .  ( ), .  ( ), .  ( ) .  ( ), .  ( ), .  
( ) 
α, β, γ (°) , ,  , ,  
V (Å ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
μ (mm- ) .  .  





Multi-scan  Multi-scan  
 Tmin, Tmax . , .  . , .  
No. of measured, 
independent and 
 observed [I > σ(I)] 
reflections 
, ,    , ,    
Rint .  .  
(sin θ/λ)max (Å− ) .  .  
 
Refinement 
R[F  > σ(F )], 
wR(F ), S 
. ,  . ,  .  . ,  . ,  .  
No. of parameters   
Completeness % % 
max, min (e Å- ) . , - .  . , - .  
Absolute structure 
parameter 
.  ( ) [inconclusive] - .  ( ) [inconclusive] 
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4.2.7. PIXEL and Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory 
Calculations  
Molecular electron densities were obtained using the program GAUSSIAN  
revision A.  at the MP  level with the - G** basis set. The electron density 
was then analysed using the PIXELc module of CLP program package which 
allows the calculation of dimer and lattice energies. -   Symmetry-adapted 
perturbation theory calculations were carried out with the PSI-  code (version 
Beta ) using the SAPT +  method -  with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set. δEHF  
corrections were applied to induction energies in all cases.  
 
4.2.8. Periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations 
Geometry optimisations were carried-out using the plane-wave pseudopotential 
method in the CASTEP code  as incorporated into Materials Studio.  The PBE 
exchange-correlation functional was used with norm-conserving 
pseudopotentials and a basis set cut-off energy of  eV.  Brillouin zone 
integrations were performed with a Monkhorst-Pack k-point grid spacing of 
.  Å− .    The starting coordinates were taken from the single-crystal 
diffraction studies of Sections . .  and . .  and optimised using the 
Tkatchenko-Scheffler correction for dispersion (DFT-D).  The cell dimensions 
were fixed to the experimental values, and the space group symmetry was 
retained.  The energy convergence criterion was x −  eV/atom, with a 
maximum force tolerance of .  eV Å−  and a maximum displacement of x −  
Å; the SCF convergence criterion was x −  eV/atom. Frequencies were 
calculated  at the Γ-point only for the h  isotopologues as the results were 
intended for comparison with the experimental Raman spectra.   
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4.3.  Results and Discussion 
4.3.1. Formation of Pyridine III 
Prior to this work pyridine was acknowledged to form crystalline phases I (Pna  
Z’ = ) and II (P  Z’= ) as well as an amorphous form. , -   The present results 
yield the structural and spectroscopic characterisation of a third crystalline 
form, designated phase III (P , Z’ = ½).  Crystals of phases II and III were 
grown from pure pyridine-h  by in situ crystallisation at .  and .  GPa, 
respectively using the ‘approximately isochoric’ procedure described in Sections 
. .  and . . .  Phase III can also be obtained by crystallisation of pyridine from 
a solution in methanol, though this procedure can also lead to formation of a 
methanol solvate.   
Dunitz and Schweizer -   have drawn attention to the tendency for 
approximately hexagonal molecules with C v point symmetry to crystallise in 
space group P  (or equivalently P ) with unit cell dimensions in the 
region of a =  Å and c =  Å.  Examples include alloxan (a = .  Å, c = .  Å) 
and fluorobenzene (a = .  and c = .  Å).  Pyridine III conforms to this 
pattern, with a = . ( ) and c = . ( ) Å at .  GPa.  The X-ray 
powder pattern for a polymorph of benzene which exists between .  and 
 GPa,  which seems somewhat elusive, is generally discussed only in 
computational studies, -  and is often but not always referred to as phase II, 
can be indexed with a tetragonal unit cell of dimensions a = .  and c = .  Å 
at .  GPa.    
The unusual characteristics of crystalline pyridine have inspired a 
number of crystal structure prediction studies. -   In the most recent of these , 
Aina et al. generated a force field that was trained using energies calculated with 
symmetry adapted perturbation theory (SAPT) for gas-phase dimers. The results 
enabled them to identify the structure of phase III being reported here in an 
energy landscape calculated at  GPa.  
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4.3.2. The Crystal Structure of Pyridine III and its Relationship with 
Pyridine II 
In phase III the -fold axis of the pyridine molecule is constrained to lie along 
the .. -fold axis of the space group (P ), and only the orientation of the 
molecule about this axis is unconstrained by symmetry (Figure . (a)).  Relative 
to a Cartesian model with the -fold axis along z and the molecule in the xz 
plane the orientation in the unit cell is obtained by rotations of °, . ( )° 
and − ° about a, b and c. Pyridine II crystallises in P , which is a sub-group 
of P .  The cell dimensions are similar to phase III, a = . ( ), b = 
. ( ) and c = . ( ) Å at ambient pressure and  K; corresponding 
values at RT and .  GPa are . ( ), . ( ) and . ( ) Å. The molecular 
orientation parameters at  K are similar to those in phase III, . ( )°, 
. ( )° and − . ( )°. The rings in phase II are more perpendicular to the 
c axis, which is therefore shorter than in phase III (Figure . (b)) so that 
pyridine can be said to display negative linear compression at the II/III phase 
boundary. There is no suggestion that pressure distorts the intramolecular 
geometry, as was the case for example in syn- , : , -biscarbonyl[ ]annulene.  
Topological analysis indicates that phase II has  molecules in its first 
coordination sphere with  and  molecules in the second and third 
coordination spheres, respectively (Calculated using TOPOS-PRO).  This ‘ -
- ’ coordination sequence is characteristic of body-centred cubic packing 
topology (bcu-x in the notation of Reticular Chemistry Structure Resource 
(RCSR) topological database). -  Phase III is characterised by a coordination 
sequence of - - , which corresponds to cubic close packing (RCSR symbol 
fcu), indicating that the effect of higher pressure is to eject two molecules from 
the coordination sphere of phase II to generate a more close-packed topology 
(see Figure . ). 
  




Figure .  Pyridine II and III with different topology of molecular packings: (left) 
fcu with molecular coordination number (MCN) = ; (right) bcu-x with MCN = . 
The central molecule is highlighted in red. The A layers are orange, B layers are 
violet and C layers are green.  
Figure .  Crystal packing in pyridine II (P ) and III (P ) as viewed in (a) 
the ab-plane and (b) the bc-plane. Crystallographic -fold rotation axes are shown 
as pink lines.  
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Intermolecular interaction energies were calculated using the PIXEL 
method and symmetry-adapted perturbation theory at the SAPT +  level 
(Tables .  and . ).  The total contact energies obtained in the two sets of 
calculations are in excellent agreement, with the maximum difference being 
.  kJ mol−  for a CH···π contact in phase III.  Aina  identified eight pyridine 
dimers as potential energy minima in the gas phase. The dimers are linked by 
CH···N, CH···π or stacking interactions and have energies in the range − .  to 
− .  kJ mol− .  These energies are systematically more negative (i.e. more 
stabilising) than those listed in Tables .  and .  because they are optimised 
potential energy minima for the isolated dimers in question. As Dunitz has 
pointed out, -  the dimers observed in crystal structures are a compromise 
between all the interactions formed. The crystalline dimer geometries are 
distorted away from those of the ideal gas phase minima, and their energies are 
correspondingly more positive. This observation is surely even more pertinent 
for high-pressure crystal structures, and is even true of Aina et al.’s predicted 
crystal structures.  Both the PIXEL and SAPT methods break down the total 
energies into electrostatic, polarisation, dispersion and repulsion terms, and 
while there is more variation between PIXEL and SAPT in the component 
energies than in the total energies, it is clear from both calculations that 
dispersion is the dominant term in all contacts.  This finding is in agreement 
with Aina et al.’s and Gavezzotti’s results. ,  
The first coordination spheres of both phases II and III contain  
molecules with centroid-centroid distances between ca. .  and  Å. An 
additional pair of contacts form at distances of .  Å in phase II and .  Å in 
phase III.  The increase in these longer contact distances for phase III is the 
reason the packing topology changes from fcu to bcu-x. Equivalent contacts in 
the two phases are correlated in Figure . (a) and (b), and Tables .  and . , 
where molecules in related positions in the two phases carry the same label.  In 
Figure . (b) (phase–III) the  contacts between .  and  Å are labelled A-L, 
with the two longer ( .  Å) interactions labelled M and N. In phase II 
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(Figure . (a)) molecules M and N move into the first coordination sphere, 
lengthening the contacts to molecules I and L. The displacement of molecules I 
and L by molecules M and N is shown more clearly in the animation “a_axis.gif” 
in the ESI. The molecule coloured in red is the central molecule of the 
coordination spheres in Figures .  (a) and (b). The animation is generated 
from symmetry mode analysis of the phase III to II transition obtained on 
decompression (Section . . ) with the assumption that the coefficients of the 
irreducible representations vary linearly over the course of the transition. The 
animation therefore should not be interpreted as the ‘mechanism’ for the 
transition.  We did not observe a phase II to III phase transition directly during 
compression measurements. 
The twelve strongest contacts comprise six pairs of symmetry-related 
contacts in phase II and three sets of four in phase III.  The molecule-molecule 
energies range between − .  and − .  kJ mol−  in phase II and − .  and − .  kJ 
mol−  in phase III (SAPT values).  Three classes of contacts are formed.  One 
class (contacts E-H) is characterised by intermolecular CH···N interactions with 
H···N distances of between .  and .  Å and centroid-centroid distances near 
 Å.  Dispersion is the largest term in these contacts, but the Coulombic 
contribution is also significant.  A second (contacts A-D) consists of CH···π 
interactions with centroid-centroid distances of around .  Å and CH···ring 
centroid distances of between .  and .  Å.  The magnitudes of the 
Coulombic energies in these contacts are only about -  % of the dispersion 
energies.     A third set of interactions (I-L in phase III and J, K, M and N in phase 
II) with centroid-centroid distances of .  to .  Å, are dominated by 
dispersion with very little Coulombic energy and a lack of any distinctive atom-
atom contacts. Note that the π···π contacts which potentially form stabilising 
gas-phase dimers (see above) do not occur in either phase. 
In the transition between phases I and II CH···N contacts are replaced by 
CH···π interactions.  By contrast, the correlations shown in the animation 
(a_axis.gif) and in Figure .  show that nature of each interaction remains 
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constant over the course of the transition between phases II and III, so that 
CH···N contacts in one phase transform in to CH···N contacts in the other etc., 
but the distances and energies change.  The lack of a characteristic geometric 
signature for contacts I-L gives them a degree of flexibility allowing them to 
accommodate the biggest changes during the transition. 
4.3.3. Equations of State of Pyridine II and III 
The variation of unit cell volume with pressure for pyridine II and III, as 
determined using neutron powder diffraction, were fitted to third-order Birch-
Murnaghan equations of state using the EoSFIT  code,  and given in 
Figure . . The number of points obtained is quite limited with pressures 
starting at ca.  GPa, and it was not possible to refine values of the zero-pressure 
cell volume (V ), the bulk modulus (K ) and its pressure derivative (K’) 
simultaneously. V  was therefore fixed at  Å , the volume of pyridine II at 
 K.  K  for phase II was found to be . ( ) GPa with K’ = . ( ). 
Corresponding figures for phase III are . ( ) GPa and . ( ). The two sets of 
parameters are the same within their uncertainties. The consistently lower 
volume of phase III is consistent with it becoming the more stable phase at 
elevated pressure.  The higher density of phase III is consistent with its more 
close-packed topology.  
A small bulk modulus (<  GPa) is typical of soft materials where 
dispersion forces dominate intermolecular interactions e.g. naphthalene and 
Ru (CO)  have values of . ( ) and .  GPa, respectively. -   Flexible 
intramolecular torsion angles can provide an additional mechanism for 
compression, as seen in the P and OP polymorphs of the prodigiously 
polymorphic compound ‘ROY’ ( -methyl- -[( -nitrophenyl)amino]- -
thiophenecarbonitrile), for which K  is . ( ) and . ( ) GPa, respectively. -  
It assumes a higher value if additional intermolecular interactions such as 
H−bonding is present, e.g. the value for hydroquinone-formic acid clathrate, 
melamine and L-alanine are . ( ) GPa,  . ( )  and . ( ) GPa,  
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respectively.  Materials characterised by a mixture of dispersion and weaker H-
bonds have correspondingly lower bulk moduli, e.g. aniline (phase II) is 





Figure .  The first coordination spheres of (a) pyridine II at .  GPa and (b) pyridine 
III at .  GPa. Nitrogen atoms (N ) of each molecule are labelled A–N in order of 
increasing energy with energetic breakdowns given in Tables .  and . . The 
molecules described in the text as making long interactions are shown in outline.  
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Table .  Intermolecular contacts in pyridine III. All energies are in kJ mol− . Intramolecular C-H and N-H distances were constrained to .  and 
.  Å, respectively in the H-normalised structures. All hydrogen contact distances given are those of the H-normalised structures. 
Label 
Centroid Distance 
(Å) Symmetry  Coulombic Polarization Dispersion Repulsion Total Contacts 
A  .  
  x+ / , −y+ / , 
−z+ /  PIXEL − .  − .  − .  .  − .  C H ···π = .  Å 
B        
  −x+ / , y− / , 
−z+ /  SAPT +  − .  − .  − .  .  −   
C   
  −x+ / , y+ / , 
−z+ /         
D   
   x− / , −y+ / , 
−z+ /         
E  .  
   x− / , −y+ / , 
−z+ /  PIXEL − .  − .  −  .  − .  C H ···N  = .  Å 
F   
  −x+ / , y+ / , 
−z+ /  SAPT +  − .  −  − .   − .   
G   
  −x+ / , y− / , 
−z+ /         
H    x+ / , −y+ / , −z+ /         
I  .     x, y− , z      PIXEL − .  − .  −  .  − .  Non−specific dispersion: 
J           x+ , y, z      SAPT +  − .  − .  − .  .  − .  highly slipped stack, β= °. 
K      x−  , y, z            Interplane distance = .  Å 
L      x, y+ , z             
M  .    −x+ , −y+ , z+ /   PIXEL  − .  −   −  Long range dispersion, 
N     −x+ , −y+ , z− /   SAPT +  .  − .  − .  .  − .  H···H = .  Å 
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Table .  Intermolecular contacts in pyridine II. All energies are in kJ mol− . Intramolecular C-H and N-H distances were constrained to .  and .  Å, 
respectively in the H-normalised structures. All hydrogen contact distances given are those of the H-normalised structures. 
Label 
Centroid Distance 
(Å) Symmetry  Coulombic Polarization Dispersion Repulsion Total Contacts 
A .  x+ / , −y+ / , −z PIXEL − .  − .  − .  .  − .          Long C H ···π = .  Å & 
D  x− / , −y+ / , −z SAPT +  − .  − .  − .  .  − .  Long C H ···π .  Å  
          
B .  −x, y− / , −z+ /  PIXEL −  − .  − .  .  − .  C H ···π = .  Å  
C  −x , y+ / , −z+ /  SAPT +  − .  − .  − .  .  − .   
          
E .  x− / , −y+ / , −z PIXEL − .  − .  − .  .  − .     C H ···N  = .  Å  
H  x+ / ,  −y+ / , −z SAPT +  − .  − .  − .  .  − .   
          
F .  −x+ , y+ / , −z+ /  PIXEL − .  − .  − .  .  − .  C H ···N  =  .  Å  
G  −x+ , y− / , −z+ /  SAPT +  −  − .  − .  .  − .   
          
I .  x, y− , z PIXEL  − .  − .   − .  Long range dispersion, 
L  x, y+ , z SAPT +   − .  − .  .  − .  H ···H  = .  Å  
          
J .  x+ , y, z PIXEL − .  − .  −  .  − .  Highly offset stack. No overlap. 
K  x− , y , z SAPT +  − .  − .  − .   − .  Shortest contact, H ···H  = .  Å  
          
M .  −x+ / , −y+ , z+ /  PIXEL − .  − .  − .  .  − .  Non-specific dispersion, H ···H  .  Å, 
N  −x+ / , −y+ , z− /  SAPT +  −  − .  − .  .  − .  H ···H  .  Å & H ···H  .  Å  
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Figure .  Variation of the unit cell volumes of pyridine-d  phases II (open circles) and 
III (closed circles) with pressure fitted to third order Birch-Murnaghan equations of 
state.  
 
4.3.4. Raman Spectra 
The inconsistencies in the literature regarding the assignment of Raman spectra 
of the different high-pressure forms of pyridine were described in Section . . 
With the aim of resolving the ambiguities, Raman spectra were measured on the 
exact same samples of phases II and III as had been used for X-ray data 
collections. The region of the spectrum below  cm− , which contains the 
external or ‘lattice’ modes, has been discussed in earlier work, and the data 
obtained in this region in the present study are shown in Figure .  and 
compared to each other and to those found in the literature in Table . .  
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Figure .  The Raman spectra in the lattice phonon region of (a) phase II at .  GPa 
and (b) phase III at .  GPa, collected on the same regions as the diffraction data. 
Observed data in black and DFT-calculated data in red.  
 
The Raman spectrum of phase II (P ) has five bands below  cm−  
matching the spectrum collected at  GPa by Heyns & Venter, shown at the far 
left of Figure  in their paper.   The spectrum of Phase III (P ) is quite 
different, with two distinct bands matching the (quite broad) spectra measured 
at above .  GPa by Fanetti et. al.,  at  GPa by Zhuravlev et al.,  and at .  GPa 
by Heyns and Venter (Figure , far right spectrum in their paper).   The band 
below  cm− , is discussed in Section . . . 
The frequencies of the Raman modes observed for phases II and III are 
reproduced to within  cm−  in periodic DFT calculations without any need for 
frequency scaling.  The intensities of the bands are more poorly reproduced, 
though discrepancies between calculated and experimental Raman spectra of 
molecular materials have been noted previously, e.g. for tetracene.  The 
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calculations enable the modes to be assigned to oscillations about axes lying in 
the planes of the pyridine molecules. 
It is clear from these data that the ‘phase I’ of Heyns and Venter is actually 
the Z’ = , P  phase–II, while the ‘phase II’ of Fanetti et al. and Zhuravlev et 
al. is the Z’ = ½, P  phase III.  Interestingly, the sharpest spectrum of 
pyridine-h  recorded at .  GPa by Heyns & Venter contains additional bands 
between  and  cm−  which are neither seen in Fanetti’s and Zhuravlev’s 
spectra nor by us in our experimental or calculated spectra. It is anomalous that 
an increase in crystallographic symmetry should give rise to a more complex 
Raman spectrum, and it seems possible that their sample was contaminated 
with phase II. 
 
Table .  Comparison of the Raman lattice modes in pyridine II and pyridine III in this 








Lattice modes/cm−  
.  Heyns and Venter  
Table  (Fig.  left 
panel) 
I II (-), ( ), ( ), 
(-), ( ), ( ) 
.  This study, 
experimental 
II II , , , ,  
.  This study, DFT  II II , , , ,  
(weak),  
.  This study, 
experimental 
III III ,  (sh),  
.  This study, DFT III III , , ,  
.  Fanetti et al.  Fig.  II III ,  
.  Zhuravlev et al.   
Fig.   
II III ,  
.  Heyns and Venter  




( ), ( ), ( ), 
(-), ( ), 
( ), ( ) 
Lattice mode assignment was not reported consistently between Heyns and Venter’s 
Table  and Figure  in reference [ ]. The lattice modes given in brackets here are the 
values given by Heyns and Venter in their Figure .  
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4.3.5. Decompression of Pyridine III and Symmetry Mode Analysis 
The unit cells of phase II and III characterise similar translational symmetry, but 
the structures differ in the relative orientations of the molecules (Section . . ); 
the transition between phases III and II therefore occurs at the Γ-point of 
reciprocal space.   Symmetry mode analysis (ISODISTORT) -  indicates that 
the transition is governed by molecular rotations belonging to the totally 
symmetric Γ  (A  in Mulliken notation) and the Γ  (B  or B  depending on axis 
definitions) irreducible representations.  The A  mode rotates the pyridine 
molecules about their two-fold axes, and activation of this mode does not lower 
the space group symmetry.  The B  mode causes the two-fold molecular axes to 
deviate from the crystallographic .. -fold axes (see Section . . ) and causes the 
space group of the crystal structure to drop from P  to P .  
The lowest Γ-point vibrational frequencies in pyridine III have the same 
symmetries and mode characteristics. The DFT calculations of Figure .  
indicate that the A  vibrational mode can be observed by Raman spectroscopy 
in phase III at  cm− .  The B  mode (  cm− ), though formally Raman active, 
is predicted to have zero intensity. Neither mode is observable by infrared 
spectroscopy.   
A single crystal of pyridine III was grown by high-pressure in-situ crystal 
growth from methanol and Raman measurements were performed in the region 
below  cm−  on decompression from .  to .  GPa (Figure . ).  All of 
the spectra have high luminescence backgrounds, which becomes more 
prominent on decreasing pressure, and are still present after background 
corrections and spectral averaging. 
The spectrum collected at .  GPa is that of pyridine III.  There is a 
single strong band at  cm− , which, on the basis of the DFT calculations is 
assigned to the A  mode described above.  The frequency is somewhat higher 
than had been calculated for the structure at .  GPa (  cm− , Table . ), but is 
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in very good agreement with a frequency calculation based on the cell 
dimensions measured at .  GPa (  cm− ).  
 




The onset of the pyridine III to II phase transition can been seen on 
decompression from .  to .  GPa from the emergence of the phase II band 
at  cm−  (cf. Table . ).  The intensity of this band increases at .  GPa and 
an additional band beginning to grow-in at  cm−  is also consistent with the 
formation of phase II. Further decompression (to .  GPa) led to dissolution of 
the pyridine in the methanol and a noisy luminescence spectrum from which 
no discernible Raman data could be extracted.  These data show that the 
transition between phases III and II does not occur sharply, but gradually occurs 
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as pressure is reduced, an observation that is consistent with the sluggishness 
of the transition between phases I and II in pyridine-d  as a function of 
temperature. The mixture of phases is also consistent with the spectrum of 
phase III obtained by Heyns and Venter (see above).  
The B  vibration is expected to act as a soft mode, but since it is not 
observable by optical spectroscopy its frequency has been calculated using 
periodic DFT using cell dimensions observed for phase III at selected pressures, 
with three extra points at , .  and .  GPa inferred from the equation of 
state.  The variation (Figure . ) shows a rapid softening of the mode as 
pressure is reduced. The transition pressure calculated to occur at about  GPa 
lower than observed experimentally. The difference may of course be related to 
approximations in the calculations, for example the assumption of harmonic 
behaviour.  Alternatively, it may imply that the transition initiates at crystal 
defects, where the local pressure would be expected to be lower, and proceeds 
via the nucleation and growth mechanism usually associated with 
reconstructive transitions.  
 
 
Figure .  Variation of the frequency of the of the B  symmetry-breaking lattice mode 
as a function of pressure. Frequencies calculated by periodic DFT. 
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4.4.  Conclusions 
The Cambridge Database  (established ) just celebrated its millionth entry.  
Of these, about  structures resemble pyridine I in having four molecules in 
the asymmetric unit. Only around  have Z’ greater than this. Steed and 
Steed  have identified a number of factors that may promote formation of 
crystal structures with more than one molecule in the asymmetric unit. While 
the phenomenon is slightly more common in small molecules than in larger 
ones, -  in the case of pyridine I it appears that the reason lies in the energetic 
competitiveness of CH···N and CH···π interactions. ,  Chains of molecules in 
pyridine I are formed by a mixture of these interactions.   A small amount of 
pressure, of the order of  GPa, is enough to convert the CH···π into CH···N 
contacts, forming Z’ =  phase II. 
Phase II has a lower molar volume than phase I and the transition 
between the two is driven by the influence of the pressure × volume 
contribution to free energy, which favours efficient packing. A similar feature 
was observed in methyl -(carbazol- - yl)benzoate, where a Z’ =  ambient 
pressure form converts to a Z’=  form at .  GPa by selection of lower-volume 
molecular conformations.   In isopropanol the same factor applies, but in this 
case it leads to an increase in Z’ from  to  at .  GPa as the structure sacrifices 
H-bond linearity to improved packing efficiency.  
Increasing the crystallisation pressure from .  GPa to .  GPa leads to the 
formation of pyridine III. The underlying close-packed topology of this 
polymorph gives it a yet lower volume than pyridine II, which has a body-
centred cubic topology.  Fanetti et al.’s Raman data  show that phase III persists 
all the way to  GPa; the additional phases proposed by Zhuravlev et al.  were 
not reproduced in Fanetti’s work. 
In the light of our combined crystallographic and Raman data obtained 
both Heyns and Venter’s, Fanetti et al.’s and Zhuravlev et al.’s phases I and II are 
phases II and III, respectively. Phase I does not feature in any of these papers. 
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There is no rational geometric relationship between the crystal 
structures of pyridine I and II, and there is no group-subgroup relationship 
between their space groups (Pna  and P ).  The transition between the two 
can be studied thermally provided the perdeuterated isotopologue is used, but 
the transition causes a single crystal of phase I to break into fragments.  The 
only crystallographically verified report of phase I being formed at high pressure 
is in Podsiadło’s study, in which it was formed by isothermal crystal growth at 
.  GPa and room temperature.   Increasing the pressure on this sample to  GPa 
caused it to break up.  It was assumed at the time that phase II had formed, but 
the pressure implies that it could have been phase III. 
Phases II and III are geometrically much more closely related than phases 
I and II, and a group-subgroup relationship exists between their space groups 
(P  and P ).  The transition between phase III to II is displacive and 
governed by mode-softening.  The soft mode cannot be observed experimentally 
by Raman or infrared spectroscopy, but it was inferred by a combination of 
symmetry mode analysis of the crystal structures and periodic DFT calculations.  
However, the transition is not concerted, and it may proceed via nucleation at 
defects.  
The transition between phase III and II can be reproducibly observed by 
releasing pressure: in this work its onset was observed as pressure was reduced 
from .  to .  GPa (Figure . ), in Fanetti’s work it was observed at  GPa.  The 
expected transition from phase II to phase III on pressure increase is less 
reproducibly observed. Both Heyns and Venter, and Zhuravlev et al. observed 
it.  However, Fanetti et al. were able to compress phase II to .  GPa, while in 
this work we compressed a sample of the deuterated isotopologue to .  GPa, 
albeit with some reversible amorphisation. 
The variability of the transition pressures and sequences quoted above 
indicate that kinetics are an important factor in the phase behaviour of pyridine, 
and authors frequently remark on the sluggishness of its phase transitions. This 
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even extends to the melting transition.  Although the melting pressure of 
pyridine is .  GPa, crystallisation is only ever observed at around  GPa or 
above. ,   Crystal growth often has to be induced by increasing pressure in small 
increments or with thermal annealing, and pyridine is highly susceptible to the 
formation of glassy or amorphous phases. Fanetti’s paper illustrates featureless 
Raman spectra up to .  GPa, while we failed to see any evidence of crystalline 
diffraction at pressures as high as .  GPa, the sample only crystallising on 
release of pressure.  Similar features characterise the phase behaviour of 
benzene. , , -  
To summarise, phase II and III can both be accessed reproducibly by 
crystal growth directly from the liquid phase.  Phase II can also be accessed by 
decompression of phase III or from decompression of a pressure-amorphised 
sample.  The sequence of phases I  II  III has never been observed at high 
pressure in a single sample.   
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Pressure-Induced Porosity in 
Molecular Solids: Inclusion of Neon 
in Cu  Pacman at .  GPa 




5.1.  Introduction 
Schiff-base calixpyrrole or porphyrin type ligands can organise two metals to be 
proximate within a cleft which is also capable of accommodating small 
molecules. This arrangement has led to these systems being described as 
Pacman complexes. -  The Schiff-base calixpyrrole (L) type Pacman complexes 
[M (L)] are characterised by two metals (M) centred in distorted square planar 
N -pyrrole-imine donor environments. The MN  environments, the macrocycle 
pockets, are hinged by two phenyl groups to give the wedge-shaped Pacman 
geometry (Figure . ). The Pacman cleft can be tuned to some extent by ligand 
modification so that the cleft opens. For example, in  [Cu (L)], replacing the 
phenyl hinge group with larger anthracene units; and substituting methyl 
groups on the meso-carbon with bulky pentafluorophenyl groups results in a 
larger cleavage with increased metal separation distances.    
  
Figure .  The Cu-Pacman molecule at ambient conditions and the 
numbering scheme used. 




The Pacman complexes have been shown to catalyse various reactions of 
small molecules. The highly controlled arrangement of small molecules 
contained in the cleft leads to changes in redox activity of the metals, as in the 
double-pillared cobalt Pacman complex that has been shown to catalyse the -
electron reduction of dioxygen to water;  and recently, Pankhurst et. al have 
used a dinuclear CuII pyrrolic Schiff-base macrocycle activated with ferric 
chloride as a cooperative catalyst for the oxygenation of π-activated benzylic 
substrates.  The Pacman complexes represent possible alternatives to 
conventional and expensive precious-metal-based catalysts; or even as less 
harmful alternatives to toxic catalytic species such as chromium or manganese.  
The catalytic properties of the Pacman complexes make them ideal 
systems of study in the search for new sustainable processes for activation of 
small molecules. We are interested in mediating small molecule uptake in a 
solid Pacman complex by high-pressure, a technique that has already been 
shown to induce guest-uptake in various porous materials like the metal-
organic-frameworks (MOF),  but also in seemingly nonporous solids, for 
example helium inclusion occurs at pressures above  GPa in the nonporous 
molecular solid, arsenolite.   
The Pacman geometry and conformation are quite flexible, and 
potentially susceptible to modification by variation of externally applied 
conditions.  To date, only one of the Pacman complexes, a Schiff-base 
calixpyrrole type, augmented with two chromium (II) metal centres, [Cr (L)],  
has been investigated at high-pressure.  Pressure induces slippage of the Cr–N  
macrocycle pockets but it has no appreciable effect on the metal-metal distance 
or bite angle; at least to the modest pressure of  GPa.  
 GPa is a relatively modest pressure in the context of modern extreme 
conditions research, and in this chapter, we aim to investigate the effect of 
higher pressures, which may ultimately provide a strategy, for example to 
control activity about the metal centres. The dinuclear CuII pyrrolic Schiff-base 




analogue ([Cu (L)]) has already been shown to be catalytically active and was 
therefore chosen as the complex of interest in this compression study. Neon was 
chosen as a probe molecule for studying guest-uptake not only because of its 
inertness and small size but also because it is an excellent pressure transmitting 
medium (PTM) providing hydrostatic conditions to  GPa.  We go on to show 
that neon is a penetrating medium and a neon-Pacman co-crystal forms at ca. 
 GPa. Pressure mediated neon inclusion has already very recently been shown 
to occur in molecular ammonium metal formates,  and the MOFs: PCN-  and 
NiMOF- .   
 
5.2.  Experimental 
5.2.1. Recrystallisation of Dicopper Pacman 
The dicopper Pacman complex was synthesised by reported procedures and 
obtained from the Love group at the University of Edinburgh.  Single crystals of 
dicopper pacman were then recrystallised by slow evaporation in 
dichloromethane to give large black, rod shaped crystals. 
 
5.2.2. Ambient Pressure Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction 
A single crystal measuring  x  x  μm³ was cut from a larger crystal.  
Single-crystal diffraction data were collected at ambient pressure and at room 
temperature and  K using synchrotron radiation (E = .  keV) on 
Beamline . .  at the Advanced Light Source.  
 
5.2.3.  High Pressure Single Crystal X-ray Diffraction 
An irregular block shaped crystal was cut from the bulk sample measuring 
ca.  x  x  µm³ and loaded into a BX  type diamond anvil cell (DAC) 




along with a ruby sphere for pressure determination. The cell was constructed 
using Boehler-Almax diamonds with a  µm culet set in tungsten-carbide 
backing seats. The gasket material forming the sample chamber was rhenium; 
its initial diameter was  µm and its initial thickness was ca.  µm. The cell 
was then gas loaded with neon gas as a hydrostatic medium. 
High-pressure single crystal diffraction data were collected on 
compression of the sample in steps of ca. .  GPa from .  to .  GPa using 
synchrotron radiation (E =  keV) on Beamline . .  at the Advanced Light 
Source.  Pressure measurements were performed by the ruby fluorescence 
method.   
Decompression of the sample resulted in degradation of the single crystal 
into multiple domains, and no discernible diffraction data could be obtained. 
 
5.2.4. Structure Solutions and Refinements 
All diffraction data were processed using the Bruker suite of programs.  Data 
reduction was performed by SAINT  and dynamic masks generated by 
ECLIPSE  were used to mask shaded detector regions from the cell body in the 
high-pressure data sets. Absorption and systematic error corrections were 
applied using SADABS  and space group determinations by analysis of 
systematic absences were performed using XPREP.  The ambient pressure-
temperature and low temperature structures were solved by direct methods 
(SHELXT)  and all data refined against |F|² using SHELXL  as part of the 
OLEX  graphical user interface.  
The D coordinates of the ambient pressure-temperature structure were 
used as a starting model in the first high-pressure structure refinement; all 
subsequent structures were then modelled using the coordinates of the 
preceding pressure structure. Non-hydrogen and non-metal bond distances in 
the high-pressure structures were restrained to be similar to those of the 




ambient temperature and pressure structure.  Methyl hydrogen atoms were 
located in ‘circular’ difference syntheses carried out about the locus of their 
possible positions; the orientation of the group was allowed to refine while 
holding the CH distances and HCH angles fixed to ideal values. Other hydrogen 
atoms were placed in ideal positions and treated with a riding model.  
All non-hydrogen atoms in the ambient pressure structures were refined 
with anisotropic displacement parameters. Only copper atoms were refined 
anisotropically in the high-pressure structures to reduce the number of refined 
parameters and improve the low data to parameter ratio.  For the structures at 
.  GPa and above a non-standard unit cell setting is used (with β < °) to 
facilitate structural comparisons with the structures determined at lower 
pressure. Full crystallographic details are given in Table . . 
 
5.2.5. Calculation of Molecular Volumes 
The molecular volumes of the pacman complexes were calculated via void 
volumes obtained using MERCURY.  Neon atoms were removed prior to 
calculations in the neon-containing co-crystal structures. The calculations 
employed the contact surface algorithm which maps the entire void surface 
regardless of probe accessibility. The probe radius was .  Å with a grid spacing 
of .  Å (the minimum values allowed by the program). A chemically meaningful 
probe radius of .  Å, representative of the radius of a molecule of H , was also 
tested but resulted in zero accessible volume. The interstitial void volumes 
reported here are not solvent accessible. The void volumes enable the molecular 
volumes of the pacman complex to be calculated according to [total unit cell 
volume – void volume]/Z.  Void and molecular volumes are given in Table . .   
 




5.2.6. Other Programs Used 
PIXEL packing energy calculations were carried out using CLP-PIXEL. -   
Molecular electron densities were calculated using GAUSSIAN  with the 
B LYP/ - G** level of theory and basis set.  CH distances were reset to .  Å 
prior to the electron density calculations. The electron density was calculated in 
steps of .  Å, with a condensation level of  used for the energy calculations.   
Equations-of-state (EOS) were determined using EOSFit- ,  and strain tensor 
calculations were performed using the program STRAIN. -  Geometries were 








Table .  Experimental details. All structures are monoclinic, C /c with Z = .  H-atom parameters were constrained. Measurements at .  
and .  GPa contain unit cell information only. Detector saturation problems degraded the quality of the intensity measurements in these 
cases. T =  K unless otherwise specified. λ = .  and .  Å for the ambient and high-pressure collections, respectively. 
Pressure (GPa) .  .  (T =  K) .  .  .  .  
Chemical formula C H Cu N  C H Cu N  C H Cu N  C H Cu N  C H Cu N  C H Cu N  
Mr .  .  .  .  .  .  
a, b, c (Å) .  ( ), 
.  ( ), .  
( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
β (°) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
V (Å ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
μ (mm- ) .  .  .  .  .  .  
Crystal size (mm) .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  .  × .  × .  
 Tmin, Tmax . , .  . , .  . , .  . , .  . , .  . , .  
No. of measured, ind-
ependent and 
 observed [I > σ(I)] 
reflections 
, ,    , ,    , ,    , ,    , ,    , ,    
Rint .  .  .  .  .  .  
(sin θ/λ)max (Å− ) .  .  .  .  .  .  
R[F  > σ(F )], wR(F ), S . ,  . ,  .  . ,  . ,  .  . ,  . ,  .  N/A N/A . ,  . ,  .  
No. of parameters    N/A N/A  
No. of restraints    N/A N/A  
ρmax, ρmin (e Å- ) . , - .  . , - .  . , - .  N/A N/A . , - .  
 




Table .  Experimental details continued 
  Pressure (GPa) .  .  .  .  .  .  
Chemical formula C H Cu N  C H Cu N ·Ne .  C H Cu N ·Ne .  C H Cu N ·Ne .  C H Cu N ·Ne .  C H Cu N ·Ne .  
Mr .  .  .  .  .  .  
a, b, c (Å) .  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  ( ), 
.  ( ) 
.  ( ), .  
( ), .  ( ) 
β (°) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( ) 
V (Å ) .  ( )  ( )  ( ) .  ( ) .  ( )  ( ) 
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 Table .  Molecular volumes, unit cell volumes and their respective void contents, of Cu-Pacman complexes at different pressures. 
Complex Pressure (GPa) Vcell (Å³) Vvoid (Å³) % Void Vmol Temperature (K) 
[Cu (L)] .  . ( ) .  .  .   
  .  . ( ) .  .  .   
  .  . ( ) .  .  .   
  .  . ( ) .  .  .   
[Cu (L)]·Ne .  .  ( ) .  .  .   
  .  ( ) .  .  .   
  .  . ( ) .  .  .   
  .  . ( ) .  .  .   
  .  ( ) .  .  .   




5.3. Results and Discussion 
5.3.1. Compression of [Cu2(L)] in Neon  
The crystal structure of [Cu (L)] at ambient pressure and  K contains layers 
of molecules oriented with their longest inertial axes perpendicular to the layer. 
Within the layer each molecule is surrounded by six others (see Figure . (a)) 
with centroid···centroid distances in the range .  to .  Å and energies, 
calculated by the PIXEL method, to be between − .  and − .  kJ mol− . The 
interactions, which are dominated by dispersion, take the form of stacking and 
other contacts between the macrocyclic parts of the ligands. The strongest of 
these (labelled A in Figure . (a)) involves two inversion-related moieties based 
on Cu  and the pyrrole rings containing N  and N  where the interplanar 
spacing is . ( ) Å.   The methyl groups are positioned on the top and bottom 
surfaces of the layers, which are stacked along the a-direction (Figure .  (b)).  
Three contacts are formed to the layers above and below with 
centroid···centroid distances between .  and .  Å and energies between 
− .  and − .  kJ mol− .  The overall coordination number of each molecule is 
thus , and the structure has an approximately underlying hexagonal close 
packed topology.  
 
 
Figure .  (a) layering formed in the bc-plane as viewed down the longest inertial 
axes of the molecules. The six strongest molecular contacts surrounding the central 
reference molecule are labelled A–F and (b) layered stacking along a. 




The maximum pressure reached in this study was .  GPa, which is much 
higher than had been achieved in the previous study on the related chromium 
system. The unit cell parameters and the molecular volume of the pacman 
complex are plotted as a function of pressure in Figures .  (a) and (b). There 
are two distinct compression regimes, the first from ambient pressure to 
.  GPa, and the second from .  to .  GPa.  
Figure .  (a) normalised lattice parameters and (b) molecular volume as a function of 
pressure. 




Up to .  GPa the a and b-axes reduce by similar amounts, ( .  and .  %), 
while the largest compression ( . %) occurs in the c-axis. The principal 
directions of the strain tensor  also align quite closely with the unit cell axes, 
with the largest (X ) making an angle of . ° with c and the smallest (X ) making 
an angle of . ° with a. The middle value (X ) lies exactly along b by symmetry. 
These data indicate that the macrocycle contacts within the layers are more 
compressible than the methyl-methyl contacts between the layers, even though 
they are stronger.  For example, the stacking interaction described above 
shortens almost .  Å from . ( ) Å at ambient pressure to . ( ) Å at .  
GPa. 
The compressibility of these interactions can be contrasted with the 
behaviour of hydrogen bonds, which have similar energies but are much less 
compressible.  For example, an OH···O hydrogen bond in L-threonine 
(interaction energy −  kJ mol−  at ambient pressure) shortens from .  to .  
Å between  and .  GPa.   Halogen bonds are also less compressible, and the 
CN···I halogen bond in -iodobenzonitrile (interaction energy −  kJ mol−  at 
ambient pressure) shortens from . ( ) to . ( ) Å between  and .  
GPa.   The bulk modulus, obtained using the third order Birch-Murnaghan 
equation-of-state is . ( ) GPa [K’ = . ( )]. The low value of K  is 
characteristic of compressible molecular systems dominated by dispersion 
interactions, e.g. naphthalene (K = .  GPa),  and aniline-II (K = .  GPa);  
hydrogen-bonded solids have higher values, e.g. . ( ) GPa for L-threonine.  
Above .  GPa neon becomes intercalated into the structure, giving a co-
crystal of stoichiometry [Cu (L)]·Ne . . The incorporation of neon leads to an 
increase in the physical size of the crystal (Figure . ) and causes a 
discontinuity in the cell dimensions and volume (see Table .  and Figure 
. (a)).    The rates of compression in the a and b-axes begin to diverge, while 
there is a .  % increase in the length of the c-axis.  The space group remains 




unchanged. Beyond .  GPa, the unit cell volume decreases monotonically, 
indicating that no more neon is incorporated into the structure.  
 
 
5.3.2. The Crystal Structure of [Cu2L]∙Ne3.5 
The four new neon sites are located on three general positions (Ne - ) and one 
inversion centre (Ne ).  Ne ,  and  reside between the layers described above, 
forming contacts with methyl groups (Figure . ). At .  GPa Ne···C distances 
span the range .  (Ne ···C ) – .  Å (Ne ···C ), which imply Ne···H 
distances of between .  and .  Å.  The Ne···C distances shorten to .  – 
.  Å at .  GPa.  
Ne  is located within the layers. At .  GPa it is adjacent to the cleft of 
the pacman ligand, which flexes in response (Figure . (a) and (b)). The 
shortest Ne···N contact is made to N  ( .  Å at .  GPa and .  Å at 
.  GPa), while the shortest Ne ···C contacts are between .  Å (C ) and .  
Å (C ) (Figure . (c)). These shorten to .  and .  Å at .  GPa.   
Figure .  The contents of the DAC before and after neon 
freezing. The outline of the crystal prior to neon freezing (white 
dashed line) is superimposed on the post neon freezing image to 
highlight the change in crystal size and shape. 




The neon positions persist on compression between .  and .  GPa, 
bridging angles and methyl-neon angles changing by only a few degrees. 
Animations showing the path of compression are available in the electronic 
supplementary information.  
 
  
Figure .   Neon atoms ( , , and ) situated between the layers of pacman 
molecules at .  GPa. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 





Figure .  (a) view of the pacman complex before the phase transition at .  GPa 
and (b) just after the transition at .  GPa showing flexing of the Pacman ligand. 
Inset (c) shows the Ne ···C shortest contacts (less than  Å) within the macrocyclic 
layers at .  GPa. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity. 




5.3.3. The Mechanism of Neon Uptake 
Pressure-driven incorporation of hydrostatic media has been observed in metal-
organic frameworks  such as in ZIF- , UiO-  and UiO-abdc 
[abdc= , ’azobenzene dicarboxylate]. -  In the case of [Cu L] the mechanism 
of neon incorporation is less obvious.   The crystal structure of [Cu L] at ambient 
pressure consists of approximately  % empty interstitial void space.  This 
figure is typical of non-porous molecular solids. None of this volume is solvent-
accessible and inspection of Fourier difference maps indicates that it contains 
no electron density at ambient pressure and  K.   At .  GPa the proportion 
of void space reduces to  %.   
Figure . (b) shows that between ambient pressure and .  GPa the 
molecular volume of the pacman complex is relatively constant but following 
the transition it begins to drop steadily with pressure.  The necessary space for 
neon uptake is thus created by the internal conformational flexibility of the 
complex. The conformational change is illustrated in Figures . (a) and (b), 
and an animation is available in the ESI.  
Conformational changes in Schiff-base calixpyrrole type Pacman 
complexes can be parameterised using two parameters (φ and θ) as defined by 
Givaja et. al. ( ).  The twist angle, φ, is a measure of lateral slipping of the 
two macrocycle pockets; and the bite angle , θ, is a measure of the bite angle of 
the Pacman cleft (Figure . (a) and (b)).   The variation of these parameters 
with pressure is shown in Figure . .  In addition, the angles between the two 
pyrrole-based halves of the macrocyclic binding pockets for Cu  and Cu  are 
shown in Figure . . 
 
 






Figure .  (a) the bite angle Θ and (b) the twist angle Φ. Figure adapted from Stevens 
et al.  
Figure .  Variations of the structural parameters (φ=twist angle, θ=bite angle) of 
[Cu (L)] (filled markers) and [Cr (L)] (open markers) with pressure. [Cr (L)] data 
taken from Stevens et.al ( ) are shown for comparison.  





As was the case for the related Cr pacman complex, the bite angle and 
metal-metal separation are quite unresponsive to pressure up to ca. .  GPa. On 
increasing pressure to .  GPa there is a sudden decrease in bite angle (θ) of 
ca. ° decreasing the Cu( )···Cu( ) separation distance abruptly from . ( ) 
to . ( ) Å as the macrocycle cleft closes. The bite angle becomes relatively 
inflexible to further compression while the Cu separation distance continues to 
decrease steadily, adopting a value of . ( ) Å at .  GPa.  
Compression of [Cr L] to .  GPa led to an increase in the twist angle, φ, 
from .  to . °.  In the Cu complex φ is rather insensitive to this pressure 
range, though it does begin to increase after the transition.  More notable is that 
as the bite angle closes at .  GPa, Ne  is accommodated at the cleft by a 
‘butterfly wing’ effect in the angle between the two halves of the macrocycles, 
the interplanar angle changing from . ( ) to . ( )° about Cu  and from 
. ( ) to . ( )° about Cu .  Both angles remain steady on further 
compression.   
Figure .  Variations in the angles between the macrocyclic pockets 




The porosity of the crystal towards neon at .  GPa is seen to be the 
result of a combination of a bite-angle reduction and a change in the planarity 
of the macrocyclic fragments.  
 
5.4. Conclusions 
In this chapter we have described the effect of compression of the pacman 
complex [Cu L] using neon as a hydrostatic medium leading to the formation of 
a neon-containing co-crystal. The effect of pressure on molecular materials is 
usually studied using hydrostatic media such as methanol-ethanol, pentane-
isopentane or fluorinert, which are effective for the regime between  and 
 GPa. Noble gases are used for accessing pressures in excess of  GPa, but 
relatively little work had been carried out at such pressures on complex 
molecular systems using this technique. There is growing interest in the 
interplay of noble gases with molecular crystals, as demonstrated for example 
by very recent work on -hydroxycanobenzene where helium insertion led to 
two phase transitions.  In contrast with the present study, neon insertion was 
not observed. 
The idea that porosity can be induced with pressure sounds somewhat 
counter-intuitive.   Indeed, the effect of pressure on molecular solids has often 
been described in terms of compression of intermolecular void space, which 
naturally hinders guest inclusion.   [Cu L] is, according to the usual criteria, a 
non-porous material under ambient conditions with no solvent accessible void 
space.  Below .  GPa the path of compression is essentially similar to other 
molecular materials, closing up interstitial voids and shortening intermolecular 
contacts. The pressure-induced porosity that occurs at .  GPa is triggered by 
a change in the conformation of the pacman ligand that creates the space 
needed to incorporate neon.  




The conformational flexibility of the pacman complex is an essential 
component in the mechanism of neon inclusion, a feature that is reminiscent of 
the gate-opening transition in the framework material ZIF-  at .  GPa which 
also led to an increase in guest inclusion. , -  A related effect is responsible 
for the low bulk moduli [ . ( ) and . ( ) GPa] of the P and OP polymorphs of 
the -methyl- -[( -nitrophenyl)amino]- -thiophenecarbonitrile), where 
conformational flexibility provides an additional means for a solid to 
accommodate pressure. -  
Pacman complexes have been shown to activate water, dioxygen and carbon 
dioxide by incorporating these molecules into the cleft in close proximity to 
redox active metal centres.   A particularly intriguing feature of the uptake of 
neon by [Cu L] is the location of one neon atom (Ne ) in the vicinity of the 
pacman cleft.  Incorporation of neon at this site is facilitated by the flexing of 
the copper-bound macrocycles, which is presumably a snapshot of the pathway 
through which small molecules approach the cleft during catalysis.  
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6.1.  Concluding Remarks 
The general overarching theme of this thesis has been the compression of 
molecular crystals to pressure extremes. The underlying causes of phase 
transitions in these materials have been defined. Crystallographic work was 
supported by computational methods, which not only corroborates structural 
information at high-pressures but also rationalises any phase transitions in 
energetic terms.  
The work on threonine in Chapter 2 is perhaps the most impactful result 
in this thesis, as the highest-pressure structure for any complex organic 
molecule at 22 GPa is reported. However, we expect this record to be surpassed 
as more studies combine experimental and computational approaches.  The 
chapter supports and expands upon previous spectroscopic works to 27 GPa, 
while mechanisms of the three known phase transitions of threonine are 
proposed based on structural data. Our methodological approach to high-
quality high-pressure sample loadings and data collection and validation of 
crystal structures by computational methods will hopefully set precedent in 
other structural studies as more extreme-pressure structures of amino acids, or 
other complex organic molecules are sought. 
 In Chapter 3 we expand on the studies of intermolecular interactions at 
high-pressure by investigating the halogen-bonding present in 
4-iodobenzonitrile. 4-iodobenzonitrile undergoes a reconstructive phase 
transition driven by relief of strain in π····π contacts rather than by the 
minimisation of molar volume, as is seen in other phase transitions investigated 
in this thesis. This chapter represents the most technically challenging 
investigation as we turn to various crystal growth techniques to obtain 
diffraction quality single-crystals of the high-pressure phase that tended to 
degrade. We used rapid compression of an in-situ grown crystal to obtain 
diffraction data suitable for structure solution by simulated annealing. We 
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envisage that such techniques could be applied in the studies of other 
reconstructive phase transitions or difficult to obtain samples. 
In Chapter 4 the crystal structure of pyridine III was conclusively 
determined for the first time by single-crystal X-ray diffraction. We propose a 
mechanism for the phase II to III transition by studying compression and 
decompression behaviour over phase boundaries by a range of experimental and 
computational techniques. The phase transitions are sluggish in nature and the 
boundary conditions still defy a precise definition. We present our work in the 
context of a comprehensive review of the literature and present compelling 
evidence for the unambiguous assignment of the high-pressure phases that 
hopefully others will adopt moving forward. 
 Chapter 5 is a short study on neon-intercalation in a Cu-Pacman 
macrocycle. The work is novel in that this is the first Pacman-neon co-crystal 
ever reported. Indeed, it is the first example of any intercalation in the solid-
state of the pacman complexes. The study shows that pressure can induce 
porosity in a seemingly non-porous structure as the macrocyclic ligands flex to 
accommodate the neon pressure transmitting medium.  
Synchrotron radiation sources and optimised high-pressure 
crystallography beamlines have been paramount in obtaining quality structural 
data in this thesis. 
